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SUMMARY


This dissertation is a narrative inquiry research project that focuses on the collegiate


experiences of African American students at both historically black colleges and universities


(HBCUs) and predominantly white institutions (PWIs). I look at how African American college


students who engage in race or culturally specific activities, the degree to which such


engagement are forms of self-affirmation, and the relationship between self-affirmation, self-


determination and their definitions of success. Approaching this study qualitatively, this study


focuses on student voice with narrative inquiry highlighting life experiences and grounded theory


allowing for commonalities to arrive from the data. Critical race theory is then combined with


narrative inquiry and grounded theory to demonstrate the role of race in the participants’


collegiate experiences.


Analyzing the data with grounded theory and critical race theory, the participants’


interviews are reconstructed to demonstrate the role of the researcher in re-presenting these


collegiate experiences. After creating a new theoretical framework which to approach the


collegiate experiences of African American students, grounded critical race theory, the study


produced six findings: 1) impact of family on self-affirmation, 2) regulation of blackness, 3)


down-playing of blackness, 4) educating/managing conflict around race, 5) self-affirming in a


multicultural society and self-affirmation and 6) self-determination as giving back: hero/shero.


Keywords: collegiate experience, self-affirmation, self-determination, success, narrative inquiry,


African American, poetry, historically black college and university (HBCU), predominantly


white institution (PWI) and counternarrative
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APPENDIX C
Definition of Terms


Self-affirmation:


Valued sense of self-worth is greater than perceived worth from others


Self-determination:


Self-preservation/survival tool to maintain a level of self-affirmation collectively as a group


Self-segregation:


Rejection of the majority based on race, pride seperatism


Self-integrity:


High standard of being honest with oneself


Self-worth:


The value one places on themselves, their level of esteem


Self-efficacy:


Belief in oneself to obtain an accomplishment or achieve a goal; achievement/motivational goal toward


academic performance


Self-identification:


How a person identifies or defines themself


Self-consciousness:


Psychological meanings of black personality


Success:


Self-motivation toward a goal which there is genuine interest or passion in a topic/discipline where social


and cultural capital (community, culture, social networks, support, positive portrayals, and leadership) are


celebrated and help develop a set of values or beliefs that place student’s in a mindset of a level of


comfort which they can operate in any environmental climate as they retain their interest and increase


their persistence toward that goal.
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Campus Racial Climate:


Overall racial environment of campus: can include niggering, mircroaggressions, stereotype threat
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APPENDIX D
Concept Map


Self Self-affirmation Motivation Control Over Own AffairsNeeds and


Problems


Self-determination


Success


Historical


Context


Four P’s:


policy,
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psychological


effects
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Self-Pity
By: D. H. Lawrence


“I never saw a wild thing
sorry for itself.


A small bird will drop frozen dead from a bough
without ever having felt sorry for itself.”


INTRODUCTION


One of Few: My Story


It was a day in February 2002 and it was nine in the morning, I remember sitting in


freshman English, delirious with sleep. We just completed reading Passing (1986), a short novel


about bi-racial passing as White in America during the mid 20th century. I found the novel to be


very intriguing; I had never been the student to engage much in class discussions, especially


since I did not feel comfortable amongst my peers. Then it happened… “Being one of the three


African American students in the class, Candice how do you feel about this book?” I looked up


from my book and could not believe that the professor had addressed me in such a manner. My


middle-aged White English professor had just addressed me to the entire class by my race. More


importantly, she made it a point to address me because I am African American and the women in


the novel are African American and issues of “passing” as White are debated. I had so many


swirling emotions after being addressed in such a manner. I felt as if I was supposed to be the


token Black person for my race and express how I feel regarding this novel, as if I automatically


was able to identify just based on my race. Once again, resounding in my head was this idea that


I am expected to speak for the entire race. I was very hurt by this incident, this feeling was


intensified as I was well aware the opinions and mindsets of some of my close-minded White


peers.
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I confronted the professor after class and strolled across campus to my sanctuary


commonly known as the African American Cultural Center. Upon entering, I immediately said


aloud, “This is my last semester here.” Familiar faces came to my aide as I told my story from


earlier and saw myself reflected in my peers’ faces. These students were my friends, associates;


most importantly they knew the plight I was dealing with daily as they experienced the same


things being African American at ta predominantly white university (PWI). With a few kind


words combined with a sense of safety, this space was where I was celebrated because of history


and accomplishments.


I quickly reminded myself that I know who I am and I was not just one of the three


African American students in the class. My friends knew who they were and they were not just a


part of that small percentage of African Americans that attended the university. I earned a


Bachelor’s and Master’s degree through this program/university. Years later, I know the African


American Cultural Center had a lot to do with my persistence towards graduation. It was the


cultural sameness, the positive space for appreciation and celebration of my identity, and the


bond of togetherness to fight the racism and injustices we experienced daily making it necessary


to have the African American Cultural Center as a sanctuary.


I am sharing my narrative with the reader to show how I came to this research project


through reflection of my own personal experiences at a “Big 10”, predominantly white institution


(PWI). As an African American undergraduate student attending a PWI, I found myself attracted


to events, activities, friends, organizations, etc. which were African American focused (by name


or social/political intent). Reflecting on my experiences, I began to wonder why I gravitated


toward these students, activities, and study groups. Not until almost five years later did I realize


I was practicing self-affirmation by placing myself in circles of encouragement and support
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which acknowledged my self-image. These circles of encouragement focused on my needs


(social, political, educational, and emotional) as a student. These needs I had as a student were


part of my process of self-affirmation and desire of having a positive self-image. I


subconsciously self-affirmed both as a means to cope in my campus environment and to keep


persisting toward college graduation. The realization of my own self-affirmation process drove


me to understand how other African American students experience higher education.


Topic: Self-affirmation, self-determination and success of African American students


For my dissertation I looked at self-affirmation as a form of self-determination for


African American students in higher education and its connection to collegiate success. As


Bunyan et al. discussed in Affirmed yet Unaware: Exploring the Role of Awareness in the


Process of Self-Affirmation, self-affirmation theory began with the idea of people being


motivated to maintain a sense of value and worth of the self-image, identity, integrity and not


their perceived worth (Bunyan et al., 2009). I examined if these motivations to self-affirm had a


direct relationship to self-determination.


The key terms for the dissertation are self-affirmation and self-determination. In looking


at self-affirmation, Bunyan et al. (2009) defined it as “the process by which people maintain a


sense of self-integrity… a perception of themselves as globally moral, adequate, and efficacious


when they confront threats to a valued self image” (p. 2). This sense of self-worth is achieved


through the “psychological immune system,” which is situated to protect oneself when placed in


a conflicting, threatening or hostile situation or environment (Bunyan et al., 2009). In addition to


self-affirmation, I define self-determination as a concept of collectiveness, done as a group while


the motivations/desires of the group are their driving force toward a goal.
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Self-affirmation. Previous research on self-affirmation by Bunyan et al. (2009) found


two major outcomes when relating it to performance, changes in judgment and heightened


awareness. One major outcome of the study suggested people were unaware when they are


practicing self-affirmation. Once they were aware of this practice, the positive effects it had were


slightly lowered. The second major outcome in the study is the usage of implied self-


affirmations. These implied self-affirmations reduce a defensive response to a threat to the self-


image. In looking at this topic, I focused on: 1) what self-affirmation looks like, 2) benefits for


African American students in their campus environments and 3) how it impacts their judgments.


Focusing on changes in judgment and their motivations in the self-affirmation process, I wanted


to understand the connection between self-affirmation and self-determination. This interest in a


possible connection between self-affirmation and self-determination arose from my own personal


experiences. While I was self-affirming by placing myself in culturally specific environments,


activities and organizations, the self-affirmation drove me to connect with like-minded peers


wanting to change the racial climate at my institution and society as a whole. We focused on


changing this racial climate through excelling academically to prove we belonged at the


institution. Through our efforts in various organizations, we also supported African American’s


attending the university, those in the surrounding community and our home neighborhoods.


These collective efforts focused on providing awareness of racial sensitivity, equality and


exposing the racism hiding behind education policy, funding, and the legal system.


Self-determination. Self-determination theory is the “investigation of people’s inherent


growth tendencies and innate psychological needs that are the basis for their self-motivation and


personality integration” (Deci & Ryan, 2000, p. 3). This self-motivation consists of two types:


intrinsic and extrinsic. These motivations can be produced by the desire to do something
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because one enjoys it (intrinsic), or the desire to do something to gain praise or avoid


chastisement (extrinsic), and are a continuum of one another (Noels, et al, 2000). There are three


levels of both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation which exists within education. These three


levels of intrinsic motivation are:


1. Knowledge: feelings of gaining knowledge


2. Accomplishment: sensations of achievement


3. Stimulation: aesthetic appreciation


And the three levels of extrinsic motivation are in order from the least self-determining to


the most determining:


1. External regulation: motivation due to tangible benefits or costs


2. Introjected regulation: motivation from outside pressure to perform


3. Identified regulation: motivation from personal relevancy to the larger societal


(Noels, et al, 2000).


I further expand this definition of self-determination to include a desire to do something because


it appeals to one’s sense of humanity. This addition to the definition of self-determination can be


exhibited through historical examples of the Civil Rights Movement, SNCC and Freedom


Schools and Black Panther Party (Klarman, 1994; Perlstein, 1990; Umoja, 1999).


In my research I was curious regarding a perceived connection between the valued sense


of self impacted by culturally specific events/activities, environments, social peer networks, 1


(self-affirmation) and the self-motivation (self-determination) process to succeed academically,


physically, and mentally in their collegiate careers (Bunyan et al., 2009; and Deci et al, 1991). I


1 This list is not exhaustive of the types of activities students participate in; however, I list these three as the focus of
this project.
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was also interested noting if, the students were self-determined and exhibited intrinsic or


extrinsic motivations.


With this ability to choose one’s actions in accordance with one’s psychological needs,


self-determination has allowed a person to be able to look at their personal situation in a larger


context compared to others (Deci, 1980). Self-determination is a way for people to be able to


assess the needs and problems that are affecting their community in order to be able to change


situations and circumstances for the better (Wright, 1989).


“When applied to the realm of education, [self-determination theory], is concerned …


with promoting in students interests in learning, a valuing of education, and a confidence in their


own capacities and attributes” (Deci et al, 1991, p. 325). In other words, I was interested in how


their valued sense of self motivates them in learning and persistence toward graduation.


Pulling from the strengths of the definitions and descriptions of self-determination, there


appeared to be three main components to self-determination: motivation, assessment of needs


and problems facing others like them (community), and taking control over one’s own


affairs/quality of life. I defined self-determination as the preservation/survival tool to maintain


self-affirmations.


Prior Research


After gathering definitions of self-affirmation and self-determination I turned to the


higher education literature to see what the research said about African Americans. Prior research


in higher education concerning African Americans has focused on academic success: predictors,


hindrances, and retention (Harrell et al., 2005; and Harper, 2005, 2009), alternative learning


(Oldenburg, 1991, 2001; and Harper, 2005), and campus racial climate (Ceja, Solorzano, and


Yosso, 2000). However, a majority of the previous research gives a deficit, or impaired
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perspective on African American students in higher education. For example, African American


students are often referred to in education literature as lacking familial influences to motivate


them to attend college, (Perna, 2000). This example, among many others found in the education


literature, is why I brought a positive perspective to the literature instead of perpetuating the


already negative connotations associated with African American students.


I brought a positive perspective to higher education literature by focusing on the student


voice as to why African American students participated in, and what they gained from these


culturally specific events/activities, environments, and social peer networks. There also was a


disconnect in higher education research, neglecting to note the similarities and/or differences


between experiences of African American students at historically black colleges and universities


(HBCU) and predominantly white institutions (PWI). I was interested in the


similarities/differences among college experiences of these students and their connection to


culturally specific events/activities and environments. I bridged the gap in the higher education


literature by comparing the experiences of African Americans at HBCUs and PWIs. In my study


I searched to find if the experiences between these African American students at HBCUs and


PWIs have more similarities than presently noted in research. To learn more about the


experiences of African American students, I interviewed students at both a HBCU and PWI to


add their collegiate stories into conversation with the higher education literature.


The most important gap in the literature I wanted to focus on was previous research that


examined the phenomenon of African Americans participating in culturally specific


events/activities, environments, and social peer networks as self-segregation (Aboh & Lomotey,


2009; Brown & Davis, 2001; Cooper & Datnow, 1996; Harrell, et al, 2005). Self-affirmation


was not mentioned in the discussion concerning this phenomenon in previous higher education
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research, which I argued is vital to understanding why African American students choose to


participate in culturally specific events/activities, environments, and social peer networks. I agree


with Steele (1997) who explains, “to sustain school success one must be identified with school


achievement… that one has the interests, skills, resources, and opportunities to prosper there….


That one belongs there, in the sense of being accepted and values” (p. 613). I argued that the


self-affirmation, in which African American students are participating, is their way of identifying


with school achievement, a sense of belonging and value of self in their collegiate environments.


In order to understand the collegiate experiences of African Americans in higher education,


self-affirmation, and self-determination, I asked the following six research questions:


1. How do African American students practice or engage in acts of self-affirmation at


traditional institutions (PWIs and HBCUs)?


a. What are the types of self-affirmation students are practicing at each institution?


b. Does this practice of self-affirmation look differently at a PWI versus an HBCU?


And if so, how?


2. What are these students perceived notions of success?


3. Why have these students chosen their institutions?


4. Why do these students choose to participate in culturally specific events/activities,


environments, social groups, etc.?


a. Are these examples of self-affirmation?


b. How do they change the definition of self-affirmation, if at all?


5. Do these students see their choice to self-affirm as an inhibitor or facilitator to success?


6. Do these students perceive self-affirmation to have an impact on their desire to self-


determine as it relates to their definition of success?
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a. How do these acts of self-determination look at each institution?


In the remaining chapters of my dissertation I begin each chapter with a snapshot of my


collegiate experience, exhibiting a personal connection to my study. I un-fold my study in the


remaining four chapters of my dissertation in order to answer my six research questions. In


chapter two I present a literature review. The literature review consists of literature from multiple


disciplines (higher education, law and psychology) in order to make meaning of the experiences


of African American college students. I push-back against these literatures, offering new


viewpoints concerning self-affirmation, self-determination and success.


Chapter three details my methodological choice for using interviews, narrative inquiry,


grounded theory and critical race theory to illustrate student voice and the centrality of race to


the study. The usage of poetry is also discussed as means of demonstrating my re-construction of


the participants’ story.


The fourth chapter of my dissertation presents my findings of the study. I found there to


be six major findings from the study which will be discussed in great detail. These findings lead


to the final chapter five. In this chapter I state my personal dilemmas when conducting the


research, limitations of the study and my reflections.
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LITERATURE REVIEW


Splish, Splash


Water balloons bounced off the pavement, bursting all around my friends and I. This was


our usual walk to the local store on a Sunday afternoon in the Spring of 2002. At first, I did not


think anything of it, I turned to my friends and said “I think they’re throwing water balloons at


them” as I motioned towards the other Caucasian students in the front yard. But then it


happened… “Black Bitches!” Water balloons were firing our way as we attempted to dodge


them.


“Niggers!” I could not believe what I was hearing. All I could think was how bold the


racism had gotten on campus. I knew students were racist, I knew there was a lot of racial


tension on campus, but never did I think we would be attacked in such a manner. Although they


were men and we were women we stood our ground and yelled back at them. We pressed


forward, while dodging balloons. Suddenly, I remembered stories told to me by my elders


concerning the Civil Rights Movement, the water hoses and beatings. I wondered what new age


movement my friends and I were about to embark.


Context


In this chapter I discuss the literatures I will build on and speak back to the contradictory


gaps present between my study and the literature. There are several literatures which help us to


understand the African American experience and those are the literatures I focus on in this


review. These literatures are helpful in many ways, but do not address some things and this is


where I highlight these issues. I looked to higher education, law and psychology literatures to


grapple with my research questions. Understanding the historical context of African American


education, the influences of law/policy on African American education and the psychologies
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behind self-motivation and success, helped me to better understand success, self-affirmation and


self-determination.


History of African Americans in Higher Education


I began by turning to higher education literature to see what scholars have said


concerning the history of African Americans and education. I focus primarily on the history of


African Americans and higher education because my research focuses on the same. In order to


understand why African Americans self-affirm in the manner which they do today, I felt it


necessary to understand their journey with higher education. I argue the historical context greatly


impacts and influences the experiences of African American students today.


Historically African Americans received an inferior K-12 education to their White


counterparts as the educational system mimicked the overall inequalities in the larger society,


(Brown, 2004). “Formal education did not exist for [African Americans] until after 1865 and to a


limited degree most Blacks received approximately 4 months of elementary education for [a total


of] 3 years in small towns and villages. In rural areas, there was rarely any” (Brown, 2004, p.


255).


As discussed later, pre-desegregation (1865-1964) African Americans were only admitted


to PWIs on a case by case basis. For those African American students admitted to PWIs they


quickly found themselves being segregated in every aspect of their education. For example, in


Sipuel v. University of Oklahoma (1948), an African American woman was admitted to the


University of Oklahoma law school but was legally segregated from her White peers in the


classroom, library, and cafeteria. When expanding on this historical context of African


Americans in education, I focus on African Americans in PWIs and HBCUs to gain a broader


sense of the types of educational experiences of African American college students.
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The Historically Black College and University. We can better understand the


experiences of African Americans in higher education by looking at three things: how White


Americans have constructed education for African Americans, the goals for HBCUs historically


and contemporary views of HBCUs today. I begin this discussion of the history of African


Americans in higher education by looking at the development of HBCUs by White architects and


post-secondary education as intertwined. However, these institutions still offer its student body a


cultural and social capital which can be gained at these institutions and not PWIs (Brown &


Davis, 2001). HBCUs have an existence of one which is traditionally problematic in the sense of


how and why the institutions were founded. Aboh and Lomotey (2009) argue the founding of


HBCUs is based in appeasing African Americans on the forefront while keeping them mentally


enslaved.


According to Aboh and Lomotey (2009) in Historically Black Colleges and Universities:


Catalysts to Liberation, HBCUs were placed in the educational system as a means to control, re-


enslave, and alienate.1 The major reasoning behind White financiers funding and support of


HBCUs was to place African Americans in manual labor jobs by way of agriculture,


industrialism, etc., creating a dual system of education (Aboh & Lomotey, 2009).


The beginning of two types of institutions (Black and White) began in June of 1898. Both


the Northern and Southern states, respectively, began planning for this dual system of education


of one White and one African American. As stated by M. Christopher Brown (2001) in


Collegiate Desegregation and the Public Black College: A New Policy Mandate, “one black


1 The six pillars of the HBCU are to maintain African American culture and tradition, provide leadership for African
American community, Economic sustainability for African Americans, Role models with the ability to understand
and convey the social, political, and economic societal aspects and their impacts on the African American
community, produce African American intellects to be the liaison between society and the African American
community, and African American researchers to help with the life environment of African Americans (Brown &
Davis, 2001).
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institution was planned or chartered every year between 1890 and 1899 in the 19 Southern or


border states” (p. 49). Between 1860-1915 many missionaries put in place over thirty institutions


which comprised of over 60% African American enrollment. Institutions such as Fisk University


(TN), Clark University (GA), Spelman College (GA) and Morehouse College (GA) were funded


by philanthropists/White financiers. These “philanthropists did not simply provide dollars but


indeed offered a political and ideological platform. Their program was one of classic colonialism


adapted to the Southern United States” (Watkins, 2001, p. 20). These financiers of education


were able to control every facet of education and public policy regarding African Americans


through monopolizing control over funding and projects (Watkins, 2001).


The training at these institutions followed the Hampton-Tuskegee (agricultural and


manual training) model of separate and subordinate. The Programme for Social Study (1897) had


great influence on the curriculum/vocational training for African American students. This civic


education focused on producing “good citizenship, character, health sanitation, and benefits of


labor” (Watkins, 2001, p. 16). The curriculum guided African Americans to seek employment in


areas which their White counterparts deemed as acceptable for them to contribute economically,


(Aboh & Lomotey, 2009).


As noted by Watkins (2001) in White Architects of Black Education: Ideology and Power


in America, 1865-1954, scientific racism played a central role into the education African


Americans received. Based on the concept of African Americans being inferior and only capable


for a certain level of intelligence capacity, scientific racism pigeon-holed African Americans into


industrial education.


The curriculum being taught at HBCUs was to instill White beliefs and dominance in its


African American students (Aboh & Lomotey, 2009). To an extent I agree with the authors,
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however, the social and cultural capital gained by African Americans attending HBCUs today


makes me believe there is still a benefit to the African American community from the existence


of these institutions. The passing down of social/cultural capital at HBCUs to its students


connects to the concept of the desire to better the African American community (Brown &


Davis, 2001). As Howard (2001) found in a study conducted with African American elementary


students, culturally relevant teaching (common practice at HBCUs) encouraged student


classroom effort and engagement.


As two renowned leaders in the African American community, W.E.B. Dubois and


Booker T. Washington were in agreement of the long-term goal of HBCUs as bettering the


African American community (Brown & Ricard, 2007). Dubois’ philosophy toward bettering the


African American community was it should be achieved by an educated, elitist group of African


Americans charged with leading and passing knowledge to the community. Washington took a


vocational education/training approach to education, believing this education should be shared


with all African Americans in the community (Brown & Ricard, 2007). Both Dubois’ and


Washington’s educational philosophies became a part of the road map of higher education for


African Americans at HBCUs. This possession of knowledge they gained at these institutions is


being reproduced throughout the community via a cultural connection of struggle, race, and


history. This overall six point goal for HBCUs, as stated by Brown and Ricard (2007) is


1.“ maintaining the Black [African American] historical and cultural tradition


2. providing leadership for the Black community through the important social role of


college administrators, scholars, and students


3. providing an economic center in the Black community


4. encouraging Black role models
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5. providing minority and majority populations


6. and producing Black graduates for specialized research, institutional training, and


information dissemination for Black and other minority communities” (p. 120).


This is achieved through this very cultural connection embedded throughout the institutions


make-up of student body, faculty, staff, traditions and historical context, and mission.


To sustain the history and culture of the African roots of African Americans, the HBCUs


were charged with maintaining culture and tradition. They were expected to provide leadership


for the African American community as a means of which to lead the masses not only


intellectually, but also serve as a spokesperson, in a sense, for the African American race with


other races. In being able to obtain financial wealth and contribute to the community’s financial


state, economics was also a part of the education HBCUs were providing its students. Lastly, to


improve the health and well-being and overall quality of life for African Americans, HBCUs


charged themselves with producing researchers to help African Americans in their daily lives


(mental and physical health) (Brown & Davis, 2001).


While the idea of the goal of the HBCU sounds nice in theory, some feel the institutions


are not living up to their charge of educating African Americans to better their communities or


are self-segregating. Beginning with the idea these institutions are not living up to their charge,


Carter G. Woodson, another prominent African American historian and leader and founder of


Negro Week, and W.E.B. Dubois both stated several times their discontent and dissatisfaction


with the educational system of the HBCU. Their main arguments were the education being given


was not from an African American perspective, but a White one. While I do feel the


social/cultural capital gained by African Americans at HBCUs is greatly beneficial, the


alienation of African Americans at these institutions by White financiers was and can still be an
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opportunity to de-Africanize, stripping African Americans from their African roots (Aboh &


Lomotey, 2009). Changing the perspective from the way the curriculum is taught can combat the


re-enslavement that has been engrained in this educational system since its inception.


This brainwashing and de-Africanizing of African Americans took place through the


enrollment of leaders of the African American community at these respective institutions.


HBCUs were seen as an opportunity to keep African Americans in their place by developing


their leaders at the institutions to “helping the Negro to the sane and responsible leadership that


the South wants him [sic] to have” (Anderson, 1988, p 267.).


As Aboh and Lomotey (2009) describe two major steps for HBCUs to take in order to


achieve full potential of the HBCU for African Americans and the world. In order to achieve full


potential of the HBCU for the African American community, the authors suggest a re-energizing


of African American or Black studies (institutions offering a major and minor) and African-


centered perspective built throughout the curriculum, history, and every subject matter taught at


the institutions. These two major steps allow HBCUs to be the liberating, intellectual break-


through institutions many have looked for them to be, but fell short.


The other argument against HBCUs is that they are segregating institutions, promoting


self-segregation. For example, the 1992 U.S. v. Fordice case alone subjects HBCUs to a


desegregation mandate. This mandate, which many HBCUs have fallen to, affects them because


of the mission of the institutions being African American focused and arguments of duplication


of curriculum of PWIs, both leading to school closures. Policymakers use the verdict in this case


to justify an argument of HBCUs practicing in a dual educational system which many African


Americans fought against (Brown, 2001 & U.S. v. Fordice). As a result of manipulation of the
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ruling in this case, many HBCUs restructured the missions of their institutions, changing them


from having such an Afrocentric mission (Brown, 2001).


While there are negative perspectives of HBCUs, I would argue many African Americans


feel they hold relevancy today as they continue to enroll at these institutions.


African Americans at White Institutions. Unlike HBCUs, the African American


perspective concerning education and learning was not considered at White institutions. This is


part of the argument as to why African American continue to enroll at these institutions. As Lisa


Delpit (1995) argues instructional methodologies in teaching is very important in this instance as


she brings to the forefront the power struggle of “whose voices gets to be heard in determining


what is best for… children of color” (p. 46). White financiers/philanthropists wanted African


Americans to contribute economically to society by gaining a higher education, but within the


constraints they deemed. White financiers/philanthropists found themselves facing conflicting


goals, African American advancement and containment. This conflict experienced by the White


financiers/philanthropists lead to six significant Supreme Court cases, all leading to substantial


changes in the education of African Americans. These cases dealing with PWIs and the


enrollment of African Americans occurred simultaneously to the development of HBCUs.


In 1908 Berea College v. Kentucky became the first Supreme Court case concerning


higher education and African Americans. The Court upheld Plessy v. Ferguson’s separate but


equal clause after Berea College, a private institution, admitted an African American student


(Hughes, 2007). The reasoning behind this decision was since Berea College was a private


institution it was not covered under the Equal Protection Clause.


Pearson v. Murray (1936), one of four cases concerning African Americans and law


school, allowed for the enrollment of one African American student into an all-White institution.
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However, the Pearson ruling was not applied to all African Americans seeking an education.


Pearson started a slow trend towards reversal of separate but equal. In Missouri ex. rel. Gaines v.


Canada (1938), African Americans began to point out the fallacies with separate and equal. One


of these fallacies being if White students are provided an in-state education in various academic


disciplines the same must be provided for Black students as well (LaMorte, 2008). Twelve years


later, the court ruling in Sweatt v. Painter (1950) made it clear more aspects needed


consideration beyond the surface of separate and equal. With this ruling the Court began to take


into consideration “tangible factors between racially segregated law schools but also compared


such intangible factors as prestige, faculty reputation, and experience of the administration”


(LaMorte, 2008, p. 302). As hinted by the Court, things would soon change and four years later


the historical case, Brown v. Board (1954) was heard.


In an unanimous 9-0 decision by the Court separate but equal was overturned with the


decision in the Brown v. Board case. Separate but equal was overturned and ruled as


unconstitutional as it was a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment as stated in the Constitution.


While this ruling is extremely significant it did not offer a remedy for which the states could use


to desegregate the schools. A year later the Court considered this very issue, but still failed to


offer a plan on how the act of desegregation was to be carried out (LaMorte, 2008).


All of these pivotal and historical law cases still resonate with education today. I argue in


today’s society, African American students still experience the effects of these cases in some


form at PWIs (e.g., institutions push toward diversity and moving away from cultural centers,


programs and departments) and it is these remnants of segregation which catapult African


Americans students to self-affirm through culturally specific events/activities and environments.
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After gaining knowledge of the legal and social challenges for African Americans


seeking education, I looked to understand academic success. An understanding of academic


success is imperative as I examine what self-motivates African Americans toward collegiate


success. This is important for my dissertation as I looked to see if the value of what self


motivates African Americans toward achieving collegiate success.


African Americans and Academic Success


After reading several pieces of education literature focusing on African American


students and academic success, I quickly came to the realization there was no concrete definition


of success offered. Success in the education literature is viewed from the perspective of


predictors and hindrances only focusing on what African American students are lacking and why


they are not successful. This deficit language in the education literature, in my opinion, has an


effect not only on how administrators and policy makers view African Americans but also their


non-African American peers. As Harper states “the disproportionate focus on Black


underachievement in the literature not only distorts the image of the community of Black


collegians, it creates… a lower set of expectations for Black student achievement” (Harper,


2005, p. 9).


In building a definition of success I looked to Kenneth Barron et al., (2002) TRIO


(academic support service program) and three predictors of success from the higher education


literature (social and cultural capital, experience at a HBCU, and non-cognitive factors) for


African American college students. In compiling my own definition of success I take parts of


each of these researchers’ components of success to formulate my meaning of success.


Kenneth Barron et al. (2002) definition of success gives the most basic principles of high


academic performance equating achievement. Barron et al. (2002) identified predictors of
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collegiate academic success as primarily correlated with SAT or ACT scores and high school


academic performance (class rank and G.P.A.). However, they also point out other indicators for


academic success as “development of interest in a topic or discipline… [and] self-efficacy [as]


related to academic performance” (Barron et al., 2002, p. 562). Self-efficacy is defined as


achievement/motivational goals toward academic performance (Barron et al., 2002). In order to


begin to build a definition from which to have a concrete definition of success, I began to look at


academic support programs currently in use in institutions of higher education. For example, in


TRIO, a national academic support program, success is defined as retention and graduation rates,


(http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/trio/index.html). Because these definitions in the


education literature are very limited, I turned to predictors of success in order to further develop


a definition of success.


Higher education literature offers three predictors of collegiate success: social and


cultural capital of African American students at PWIs and HBCUs, experience at a HBCU, and


non-cognitive factors. In looking at social and cultural capital I used Laura Perna’s (2000)


definitions of the terms from Difference in the Decision to Attend College among African


Americans, Hispanics, and Whites. Perna defines social capital as networks which allows for


information dissemination and produces a set of values and behaviors (Perna, 2000). I also found


her definition of cultural capital helpful as she defines it as a “system derived from ones parents


that defines an individual’s class status” (Perna, 2000, p. 119). While her definition was helpful


to me, it lacks other elements which can contribute to one’s culture such as their history,


community, and daily societal interactions.


The social and cultural capital of African American students has a different impact when


comparing PWIs and HBCUs. At PWIs the social and cultural capital is looked at as how
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students are able to stand out and be successful despite the hostile campus environments in


which they are learning. In two separate articles, Shaun Harper (2005, 2009) discusses the


African American male and success at PWIs from an empowering perspective. As he noted from


one of his studies, the social and cultural capital used by African American males to be


successful at their institutions was motivated by the common oppression and racism they were


experiencing. They used these negative aspects of their collegiate experience as a source of


inspiration, pushing them to organize collectively within their own social networks and cultural


(African American community) background to become successful and maintain success (Harper,


2009). Organizing collectively as a community is a form of self-determination by motivating


each toward the common goal of success. I teased out these motivations and how they work


collectively within the African American community at a PWI and HBCU.


In another study Harper (2005) gives an account of cultural capital not necessarily passed


down from biological parents as Perna’s (2000) definition suggested, but from collegiate


“parents”, those students which came before these African American males currently at the PWI.


While Harper (2005) does not explicitly state this is an example of cultural capital, as stated


previously, when Perna’s (2000) definition of cultural capital is applied it mimics the definition


she gave of cultural capital being that from “parents”. I argue these parents do not have to be


biological, but can also be those which students look up to and view in high regard or wish to


model themselves after, those “parents” (students) which have influenced them in some regard in


their academic careers. These collegiate “parents” left a legacy of education and persistence to


overcome the racist stereotypes and discrimination African American males experienced within


their institutions.
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Social and cultural capital is viewed in a different way for African American students at


HBCUs. The social and cultural capital for African Americans at HBCUs is different mainly


because the institution itself fosters the growth and development of this capital for their students.


The six goals of HBCUs previously mentioned were tied to each institution as it was “their


historic responsibility as the primary providers of postsecondary education for African


Americans in a social environment of racial discrimination” (Brown & Davis, 2001, p. 32). Not


only were these institutions charged with educating African Americans to actively participate in


society, but also to develop leaders for the African American society as well (Brown & Davis,


2001).


The six goals of HBCUs led to a gaining of social and cultural capital for African


Americans as it was embedded in the HBCU educational system for them. According to Brown


& Davis (2001), Solomon’s 1977 definition of the social contract as an agreement between the


individual and all others of society that the laws should be adhered to for the greater good of the


public interest and to sustain order. This is an ideal definition to describe the social contract


formed with the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments. These amendments giving


freedom from slavery, giving citizenship, and voting rights for African Americans when


combined with the Freedman’s Bureau (financial support for and maintenance of schools for


African Americans) and founding of Howard University formed this social contract. “All of


these… government initiated, post-war activities focus on reconciling the tattered relation


between America and the descendants of Africa” (Brown & Davis, 2001, p. 34). The social


contract between the United States and African Americans became manifested in the form of the


historical black college and university.
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The cultural or social capital offered by HBCUs is defined as “a type of resources that is


socially reproduced, such as the possession of knowledge, accomplishments, or formal and


informal relations and networks” (Brown & Davis, 2001, p. 41). This cultural capital is based in


the roots of W.E.B. Dubois and Booker T. Washington’s ideas of educating freed slaves. While


they differed in opinion as to the type of education African Americans should receive, they both


were in agreement of the long-term goal of bettering the African American community (Brown


& Ricard, 2007).


This goal of betterment for the African American community was to be achieved either


by an elite group of African Americans becoming educated and leading and passing this


knowledge to the community or through a vocational education/training being provided to all


African Americans in the community (Brown & Ricard, 2007). This possession of knowledge is


being reproduced throughout the community via a cultural connection of struggle, race, and


history. This overall goal for HBCUs of being designed to improve the societal state for African


Americans is achieved through this very cultural connection embedded throughout the


institutions make-up of student body, faculty, staff, traditions and historical context, and mission


(Brown & Ricard, 2007).


The benefits of social and cultural capital are some of the reasons as to why African


American students are drawn to HBCUs. According to Brown and Ricard, the experience


students have at a HBCU, itself, is a predictor of success for African American students.


“African American students are drawn to these [HBCUs] institutions because they desire a


learning environment in which their identity is both appreciated and celebrated” (Brown &


Ricard, 2007, p. 121). HBCUs, being charged with meeting the same curriculum standards as


PWIs, do so while “providing African Americans with a culture-specific pedagogy” (Bertrand,
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Brown, & Donahoo, 2001, p. 559). Although HBCUs were founded during a time of segregation,


the literature states these institutions are still relevant today because of their role in the


educational system. “Research shows that Black [African American] students at [PWIs]


experience… lower academic achievement, lower persistence, poorer overall psychological


development, less likelihood of enrolling in advanced… programs, and lower post graduation


attainments and earnings” (Bertrand, Brown, & Donahoo, 2001, p. 566). The literature also states


the reason for these differences among success for African Americans at HBCUs and PWIs is


“HBCUs emphasize the development of Black [African American] consciousness and identity,


Black history, racial pride, and ethnic traditions. They provide an African American culture and


ambiance… students find essential to their social functioning and mental health” (Murty &


Roebuck, 1993, p. 17). While I am not sure if HBCUs offer these predictors of success identified


in the literature, this is something I explore as I proceed with my dissertation.


The final predictor of success I found in the literature was non-cognitive factors of


academic achievement. In Non-cognitive Predictors of Academic Achievement for African


Americans across Cultural Contexts the researchers look at academic success for African


Americans at both PWIs and HBCUs (Harrell et al., 2005). The bridging of the literature in this


fashion is something many other researchers fell short. Most of the literature looks at African


Americans and their experiences separate from each other, and does not take into account how


one may inform the other. This is an area which I saw opportunity for my dissertation to offer


something new to the field, an area which lacked research.


The non-cognitive questionnaire was revised from Tracey and Sedlacek’s study proposed


factors of non-cognitive predictors: positive self-concept, realistic self-appraisal, support


academically, understanding and dealing with racism, long-term goals, academic familiarity and
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interest, establishment of a community, and participation in leadership roles (Harrell et al.,


2005). The researchers found all of these predictors are influenced by the various campus climate


variables and social context. While I feel there is a definite connection of non-cognitive


predictors of success between the literatures focused on African Americans at PWIs and HBCUs,


this is something I explored further in my dissertation as well. Through this closer look at the


non-cognitive predictors of success and other predictors of success I looked to see if there are


similarities between the practices of African American students at HBCUs and PWIs. For


example, by looking at self-affirmation as a form of self-determination I am looking to see if the


practices executed daily by African Americans at HBCUs are the same as those done by African


Americans who self-segregate within their institutions at PWIs and vice versa. As Joi


Williamson (2003) states in her book entitled Black Power on Campus: The University of Illinois


1965-1975, self-segregation at PWIs is how African American students emulate the experience


of an HBCU for themselves, which I argue is actually African American students’ way of self-


affirming. They use their culture, collectively as a group, as a means of which to create comfort


in an environment which can be very confrontational, racist, and hostile.


After realizing the major predictors of success concerning African American students in


higher education, an opposing theme emerged from the literature as well: the hindrances of


success for African American students in higher education. Much of the higher education


literature focused on the main hindrance of success for African American students as lack of


access. Numerous factors such as high school academic achievement, socioeconomic


disadvantage, cultural orientations, social segregation, and the limitations placed on African


Americans from historical and continuous effects of policy, block the access needed to be


academically successful for African Americans (Steele, 1997; and Allen & Comeaux, 2009).
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There are three factors I explored further in my dissertation: influence of family, the current and


historical effects of policies and media images. In To Break Away or Strengthen Ties to Home: A


Complex Issue for African American College Students Attending a Predominantly White


Institution, Douglas Guiffrida (2005) presents a very complex concept as influence of family as a


hindrance to success. Using the intergenerational model he demonstrates, “the binding role,


where parent interact with children in ways that keep them locked into the family” (p. 57).


Guiffrida (2005) highlights the student departure theory by Tinto (1993) as a point of debate


concerning African Americans and college academic achievement, retention/persistence, and the


influence the family has on them. While Tinto’s (1993) theory calls for an abandoning of family


ties in a sense, Guiffrida (2005) found in his study this concept to be much more complex. In


Guiffrida’s (2005) study high achieving African American students had high family support and


therefore, not an abandonment from their familial ties. On the other hand, those students who


were low achievers had low family support. For many students family obligations and the


“inability to break ties at home was manifested by frequent visits to help out the family, or to


find a social connection that they lacked on campus” (Guiffrida, 2005, p. 56).


As Walter Allen and Eddie Comeaux (2009) discussed in their article the policy


Proposition 209 (outlawed usage of racial identity as a means of consideration during an


institutions admissions process) the current/historical effects policy can have on African


American enrollment at public institutions can be detrimental. While California has the third


largest African American population in the United States less than 4% were in the demographic


pool of the University of California admissions process in 2006 (McDounough, Outcalt,


Tobolowsky, 2005).
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Another hindrance of success which emerged from the literature is the negative media


images of African Americans in higher education. In many of the studies I read it seemed as if


the negative portrayal of African Americans was always addressed. As will be discussed next in


this paper in more detail, the negative portrayals of African American students amongst their


peers, professors, and institutions as a whole forced them to go seek alternative forms and means


of education (Whitmire, 2006). These negative portrayals constantly portrayed African


Americans, particularly males, as less willing to learn or capable of learning and not as invested


in their education (Harper 2005, 2009).


Taking from the previously mentioned researchers’ definitions, predictors, and


hindrances of success, I have comprised my own definition of success with the following


components:


1. Interest/familiarity in a topic/discipline (Barron et al., 2002; and Harrell et al.,


2005)


2. Self-motivation (Barron et al., 2002; and Harrell et al., 2005)


and predictors of success:


3. Retention (TRIO, http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/trio/index.html)


4. Social and cultural capital (Perna, 2000; Brown & Davis, 2001; Brown &


Donahoo; Harrell et al., 2005; and Williamson, 2003)


a. Development of a set of values/beliefs (Perna, 2000)


b. Social networks (Brown & Davis, 2001)


c. Cultural connection (Brown & Donahoo)


d. Community/leadership/positive portrayals/support (Guiffrida, 2005;


Harper, 2005; and Harrell et al., 2005)
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e. Comfort/climate (Harrell et al., 2005; and Williamson, 2003)


I define collegiate success as self-motivation toward a goal which there is genuine


interest or passion in a topic/discipline where social and cultural capital (community, culture,


social networks, support, positive portrayals, and leadership) are celebrated and help develop a


set of values or beliefs that place student’s in a mindset of a level of comfort which they can


operate in any environmental climate as they retain their interest and increase their persistence


toward that goal.


Having developed a definition of success and looked at how it is discussed alongside


African Americans, I turned to see what literatures discussed culturally specific events/activities,


environments and social peer networks. In my search to conceptualize these African American


events/activities, I looked to higher education, psychology, and law literatures. Much of the


literature defines these culturally specific events/activities and social peer networks, as self-


segregation/separatism. As I will explain further in this section self-segregation did not capture


best what I want my research to focus, however, self-affirmation did.


Self-segregation v. Self-affirmation


Self-affirmation captures better what I want my research focused and that is the benefits,


if any, of African American students participating in culturally specific events/activities,


environments and social peer networks. Self-segregation offers three elements which do not


allow for benefits, if any, to be recognized. These three elements are the negative connotations


associated with the term self-segregation, rejection of the majority and pride separatism. In this


section I will take a closer look at the definitions of self-segregation/separatism v. self-


affirmation, their components/tenants, their similarities and differences, and the four implications


of self-segregation.
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Self-segregation. As previously mentioned many of the culturally specific


events/activities, environments, and social peer networks African American students participate


are deemed as self-segregation. Since, I could not find much on self-affirmation and African


American college students in relation to academic achievement, I will began with the latter, self-


segregation. After seeing this I turned to literature that discussed self-segregation and separatism


in order to see the similarities and difference between self-segregation/self-separatism and self-


affirmation. Throughout the remainder of the dissertation I will use the terms self-segregation


and separatism as interchangeably. There are varying definitions of these two terms, but the way


I use them in the dissertation allows them to be used interchangeably. Moreover, defining such


events as self-segregation gives the impression that these African American students were and


are isolating themselves solely based on race and viewing everyone non-African American as


“other”. In my search for a definition of self-segregation, the literature offers multiple definitions


and in my dissertation these definitions are similar to how I define self-affirmation. However, I


re-name self-segregation as self-affirmation to capture more than the racial connection that self-


segregation suggests. The law and psychology literature offers two characteristics of self-


segregation:


1. Groups separated based on extreme behavior (Hod and Nakar, 2002)


2. Grouping based on race (Tatum, 1997).


As stated by Wilkinson (1995) in The Law of Civil Rights and the Dangers of Separatism in


Multicultural America, there are three main types of self-segregation:


1. Anglo separatism-“discrimination against racial minorities”


2. Self-segregation by racial minorities-“rejection of the integrative ideal” and
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3. Multicultural conflict - “arise where specific minority groups attempt to separate


themselves from other minority groups.” (p. 1000).


I feel scholars have looked at self-affirmation through the lens of self-segregation under the


definition as “rejection of integrative ideal” and have mis-defined the phenomenon because of


lack of understanding as to why these African American students were really participating.


Wilkinson (1995) also offers two types of motivation for self-segregating: power


separatism (motivation to gain pertinent resources and political power) and pride separatism


(motivation by racial identification). I focus on pride separatism as I feel it can be misleading as


to why African American students participate in culturally specific events/activities,


environments and social peer networks. Pride separatism, is the “ethnic or racial affiliation with


an emphasis on cultural identity” (p. 1002).


While I am not arguing African American students are not separating from their peers,


based on ethnic or racial affiliation, as I would agree partly they are. I am arguing this separation


is not being done solely on this need for pride and to be around others of the same racial


background, but as a need to reinforce positively the already self-image they have of themselves


and be able to counteract the hostility they encounter in their campus climates. This self-


affirmation builds a defense mechanism to use when their self-identity is attacked and it is this


defense mechanism which allows them to self-determine collectively.


It is important to start with a working definition of self-segregation and the positive and


negative arguments surrounding it in order to understand why I deem this phenomenon not as


self-segregation but as self-affirmation.


There were several positive attributes in the psychology literature as to why African


American students and/or people in general self-segregate. Focusing on the positive attributes,
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Beverly Tatum (1997), in Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria, offers


four contributing factors as to why African American students seek to self-segregate: protection,


support system, identity navigation, and the ability to thrive. These factors are all parts of the


psychology of nigrescence (psychology of becoming Black) and its process leading to


developing an African American identity. I argue these factors are not exhibiting self-segregation


but self-affirmation. There are five aspects of self-affirmation which better suit my research


focus over self-segregation. These aspects are engagement, celebration, self-consciousness,


positive reinforcement, and psychological immune system. Throughout the remainder of this


dissertation self-segregation is substituted by self-affirmation because of the misidentification of


the phenomenon.


Self-Affirmation. As I turned to the psychology literature to learn more about self-


affirmation, I quickly found self-affirmation and self-consciousness (psychological meanings of


Black personality) similar in definition that they can be used interchangeably. Baldwin et al.


(1990) found in Some Socio-Behavioral Correlates of African Self-Consciousness in African


American College Students, discuss the Africentric (cultural framework where African culture is


at the center) approach to African American personality in similar aspects as Bunyan et al. define


self-affirmation.


The Africentric approach to Black personality is “derived from a cultural perspective in


which Black peoples’ natural sociocultural orientation… is used as the conceptual framework”


(Baldwin et al., 1990, p. 2). This framework focusing on African culture, history, and


philosophy, consists of two components to its framework: African self-extension orientation


(genetically defined psychology all Blacks have in common) and African self-consciousness


(part genetically and environmentally based survival instincts Blacks share). In looking at the
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similarities between the self-affirmation and the Africentric approach to Black personality, I


focus on the African self-consciousness. In using this Africentric approach in developing the


African self-consciousness there is an experience determined factor.


The experience determined factor of the approach develops consciousness “through


experience; therefore, it follows a developmental course in its expression. As African self-


consciousness develops and matures, it guides and gives purpose… and it represents the


conscious collective survival thrust of African people” (Baldwin et al., 1990, p. 3). The


conscious collective survival thrust is a part of the psychological immune system developed


during the self-affirmation process. Building up a high enough valued self-worth impacts the


judgmental process when in stressful situations (Bunyan et al., 2009).


The five basic characteristics of the African self-consciousness (awareness of African


identity, need for Black affirmation by institution/survival techniques, defends self-worth, ability


to recognize racial opposition and make judgments to resist) mimic the positive psychological


and sociological attributes of self-affirmation previously mentioned.


In Peer Networks of African American Students in Independent Schools: Affirming


Academic Success and Racial Identity, Cooper and Datnow (1996) present research which


directly relates to my research topic. In looking at African American peer groups at a


predominantly white boarding school the authors concluded the students were self-affirming


through their engagement in the peer groups. This self-affirmation through affiliation with these


groups allowed them to handle the hostile environment which they were attending and living


daily. It also allowed them a means of identification with one another to push each other toward


academic success. While this research comes from the education literature, it differs from my


own topic as it only looks at African American students in 6th through senior year of high school.
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The institution is also an independent school and not public. However, as with similar reasons as


to why I am conducting my study the authors felt there was a gap in the education field as to why


African American students form cliques, social groups, clubs, etc. and as to what their function


and benefit for African American students is. As the authors point out this separation and


celebration of their culture was an allowance “for the development of an identity that was not


oppositional and that promoted academic success” (Cooper & Datnow, 1996, p. 69). This idea of


oppositional identity is one which is found in the self-segregation literature and is not an


outcome of self-affirmation.


I point out the Africentric approach can easily have an African American approach when


looking at the history of African Americans in the United States post-slavery as well. I do not


wish to discuss them as if they are different but rather as inclusive of one another as the history


and cultures of African Americans are based in that of their ancestors and their journey to the


United States.


As found in the Baldwin et al. (1990) study the African self-consciousness is greatly


impacted by the membership of parents in culturally specific events/activities, educational


curricula, and racial encounters which all have an impact on the judgments of the African


American students.


The judgments are the result of the process of being motivated to a sense of value/worth


to be able to be constructed and reinforced. The self-segregation occurring during this process is


not a rejection of the majority or because of pride, but for positive reinforcement for self-


identification. Positive reinforcement for identity is exhibited through protection, support system,


identity navigation, and the ability to thrive giving an outlet which to interpret and deal with the


world which a person is currently operating daily. While going through this self-affirming
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process, protection is offered from the all African American group. These students are protecting


themselves from being offended based on their race by surrounding themselves with others from


the same racial background. Tatum points out there are usually some events which occur to an


African American child which makes them have a race realization (Tatum, 1997). Race


realization is the process of developing awareness to being African American.


Not only are these students being protected from being racially offended, but they are


also providing support to one another. This support system is formed by a level of understanding


of what others in the group are going through. In this situation sympathy is provided rather than


just the empathy they would be receiving from their White peers, if that. Many times there can


be anger and resentment when dealing with daily racial offenses and this support system allows


these students to work through those feelings and is also a means of which to obtain a break from


the offenses (Tatum, 1997).


The next component of positive reinforcement in the self-affirmation process, identity


navigation, is the main factor which leads African American students to self-affirm. As Tatum


(1997) discusses, there is normally a series of events which have occurred leading these students


to want to self-segregate. I argue these events lead students to subconsciously self-affirm by


surrounding themselves with others who share similar values of self-worth. She offers an


example of her son and his realization of being African American to describe this very process.


She begins by explaining how at a young age her son identifies himself as being tall for


his age. He does this because everyone he meets someone for the first time reaffirms this for


him. During his introduction to someone he begins with his name and then states his age and that


he is tall for his age. Tatum (1997) then brings a futuristic example of her son and the racism he


will encounter, as many others do on a daily basis. She describes him walking down the street as
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a young man, dressed in attire as many young African American males dress currently. She


paints the picture of a White woman approaching him and crossing the street as she gets closer to


him while clutching on to her purse.


Tatum (1997) gives a very clear picture of this incident as an example of the daily racism


which forces her son from identifying himself, as he once did, as tall to identifying himself as


African American. She also states because of incidents like these African American students tend


to self-segregate or as I have re-termed the phenomenon, self-affirm.


“Membership in valued social groups is often a major source of individuals’ sense of self-


integrity” (Cohen et al., 2006, p. 1307). For African American students self-affirmation is a


means of which they are able to negotiate what their race means to them and not be subjected to


the identifiers the majority of society gives them (Tatum, 1997). The global perception of


themselves is re-negotiated in this space to a positive self-identification of who they are and


deem themselves to be. This need and desire to self-affirm mimics that of Banks’ (2004) ideas


surrounding global citizenship in a diverse society. As stated by Banks (2004), “citizens in a


diverse democratic society should be able to maintain attachments to their cultural communities


as well as participate effectively in the shared national culture” (p. 291). Self-affirmation allows


for the continual attachment to one’s own culture while functioning in a diverse society.


Cohen et al. (2006) in a randomized, two-way blind experimental study with seventh


graders found a self-affirmation intervention can reduce a psychological threat and increase


academic performance. While this intervention was administered via the teachers who


participated in the study, my study focuses on another demographic of students and what their


interventions look like. As these written assignments were an intervention for these low-middle


class African American students, the culturally specific events/activities, environments, and
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social peer networks are examples of self-induced interventions by African American college


students.


A two year follow-up was also conducted by Cohen et al. (2009) of the original study and


the findings were consistent. While low-performing African American seventh/eighth graders


were found to have had the most academically gained from the intervention, this study could


offer implications for first-generation, bridge transition African American college students when


the process of self-affirmation is welcomed, encouraged, and systematically put in place by


collegiate administration.


The last positive attribute of self-affirmation comes from sociology literature. In their


study of self-segregation versus clustering, Hod and Nakar (2002) state “a remarkable conclusion


deduced from the Evolutionary Minority Game (EMG) is that a populations of competing agents


tends to self segregate… it was realized that in order to flourish in such situations an agent


should behave in an extreme way” (p. 1). As pointed out by the authors the competing agents or


in terms of my research the competing races had to self-segregate in order to be successful.


Again, I argue the success is not because they decided to self-segregate but because they,


consciously or unconsciously, chose to self-affirm. The extreme manner in which they are acting


is not to place themselves in an exclusive group, but to place themselves in a position where they


can have a psychological immune system equipped to handle whatever comes their way.


Four P’s


I identified four major points or reference of implication from the higher education,


psychological and law literatures concerning self-segregation in support of why these culturally


specific events/activities, environments and social peer networks are not acts of self-segregation.


I refer to these four major points as the four P’s: policy, perpetuation, preference, and
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psychological effects. These four implications in the higher education literature all fail to take


into consideration the minorities need to self-segregate. This gap alone, allows for once again a


misrepresentation of the need for survival, but is viewed as a means of defiance. I identify these


culturally specific events/activities, environments and social peer networks. African American


students participate during their collegiate careers as self-affirmation.


Policy. I begin with the first of the four P’s: policy. Many of the same trends of being


‘hands-off’ when it comes to desegregation continued to take place after desegregation was


ordered in education. It is important to look at the trends post-desegregation as it offers a trend in


policy and leads to this idea of resegregation. This resegregation occurring in the American


public school system speaks to the self-segregation process. For example, until 1988 the number


of African Americans attending White schools steadily increased, but then suddenly began to


decrease (Cherminsky, 2002). Erwin Cherminsky (2002) notes, in The Segregation and


Resegregation of American Public Education: The Court’s Rule, two main causes for the trend


of segregation to take place in America’s public school system: lack of presidential attention and


segregated housing.


In his article Cherminsky (2002) places special attention on the lack of involvement of


the United States’ presidents to segregation in America’s schools. Following the advances


toward desegregation which occurred until the 70’s, former president’s Reagan, Bush, and


Clinton ignored the bigger problem within the educational system instead of focusing on the root


of the issue: segregation. He continues with noting the other main issue, segregated housing, as a


major contributor to segregation. In the American school system the neighborhood school is a


part of the educational structure. Students tend to attend the schools in their areas, traveling short


distances from home to school each day. Segregated housing has caused for segregated education
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as well. The dual systems of education have reappeared by way of the neighborhood school


(Cherminsky, 2002).


These two main issues have caused three problems to occur within desegregation. White


flight, Northern states being segregated, and unequal funding quickly arose as feeders to the


already resegregating educational system. Housing segregation was able to have an impact on a


large scale because of White flight. “A racial separation of cities and suburbs result[ed] in[to]


segregated school systems” (Cherminsky, 2002, p1605) leaving African Americans and other


minorities to reside in the city and the Whites to their mono-racial refuge of the suburbs. Swann


v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education (1971) focuses only on ending segregation within


a district and does not consider interdistrict desegregation. Interdistrict desegregation would be


necessary in order to achieve desegregation as White flight has allowed a means for which


Whites can still segregate themselves despite the law (Cherminsky, 2002).


While White flight was occurring all over the United States another issue surfaced:


Northern schools were segregated, but never participated in Jim Crow laws. In my opinion, this


issue was one which was very great because it was difficult to combat legally. In the South


separate but equal was no longer constitutional and could not be legally justified, but in the


North where there was never a stated practice of separate but equal many were separate and


unequal. “Northern school systems were generally segregated; the issue was what plaintiffs had


to prove for courts to provide a remedy” (Cherminsky, 2002, p.1609). For example, in Keyes v.


School District, No. 1, Denver, CO (1973) it was ruled “plaintiffs must prove intentional


segregative acts affecting a substantial part of the school system” (Cherminsky, 2002, p.1609).


According to this decision, plaintiffs had to prove a violation of the Equal Protection Clause was


occurring.
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The third and final problem which surfaced was unequal funding. Unequal funding in the


school systems is based on “education [being] substantially funded by local property taxes.


Wealthier suburbs have significantly larger tax bases than poor inner cities. The result is that


suburbs can tax at a lower rate and still have a great deal to spend on education. Cities must tax


at a higher rate and… have less to spend” (Cherminsky, 2002, p. 1611). The White students


whose parents practiced White flight are receiving a better education via better textbooks and


more money being spent on each student versus the African American students in the city. This


very issue was argued in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez (1973). It was


found unequal funding in education was not a violation of the Equal Protection Clause as


education is not a constitutional right and access to an education is still being granted


(Cherminsky, 2002).


As cases continued to be heard before the courts such as Milliken v. Bradley (1974),


Plyler v. Doe (1982), and Kadrmas v. Dickinson Public Schools (1988) upon reaching the 1990’s


resegregation took an even larger gain in the educational system. As with the Board of Education


v. Dowell in 1991 the Court stated in its ruling once a unitary system of education has been


reached desegregation mandates can be lifted. I find it very difficult to understand how one


would know when a unitary system has been reached as the Court failed to provide a measure or


definition of what that means or looks like in practice. Despite the suspicion that lifting the order


would lead to resegregation the Court made the decision any way (Board of Education v.


Dowell). Many cases followed and the same decision was granted and the lower courts followed


the example set before them. Desegregation mandates across the United States have been lifted


continuing through the new millennium (Brown, 2001). There are also several cases after 1991


which also demonstrate a resegregation in the U.S.: Freeman v. Pitts (1992), Missouri v. Jenkins
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(1995), and People Who Care v. Rockford Board of Education (2001) (Brown, 2001, 2002 &


Cherminsky, 2002).


If resegregation occurs completely, as it seems to be on its way, then I argue self-


segregation will not be far off as students are currently being segregated involuntarily due to


funding, White flight, and lack of involvement by the U.S. government to enforce desegregation.


I argue this resegregation of education provides room for African American and other minorities


to feel as self-segregation is the ideal situation for them. I feel this force of resegregation will


promote minorities to self-segregate because of the daily opposition they face in a society which


seems to want separate and unequal, bringing the perpetuation of segregation to foster.


Perpetuation. The second implication of self-segregation is the perpetuation theory, as


defined by Braddock (1980) and Wells and Crain (1994), is a sociological theory that is both


micro and macro. The micro aspects of the theory focus on the racial fear and distrust by isolated


minorities towards Whites and society in general. The macro aspects look at the flow of


information and opportunities occurring in interpersonal networks. As noted by Wells and Crain


(1994), the theories main focus is “how individual agents adjust their behavior to accommodate,


and thus perpetuate, these constraints, and how exposure to integrated settings can change this


behavior” (p. 533). Wells and Crain found the results of twenty-one studies previously conducted


on behavioral outcomes of segregation where the earlier a child is exposed to a desegregated


educational setting the more likely they are to choose a desegregated college (Wells & Crain,


1994). As stated by LaVeist (2003) in his study, families, living in mono-racial neighborhoods


will reside in those same neighborhoods and areas, passing down a perpetual segregation for


generations.
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Perpetual segregation also occurs in the academic realm as well, as explained by


LaVeists’ (2003) study of longevity and segregation when applied to the idea of behaviors and


segregation to education. “Minority students who have not regularly experienced the realities of


desegregation may overestimate the degree of overt hostility they will encounter or


underestimate their skill at coping with strains in interracial situations… these students will make


choices that maintain physical segregation when they become adults because they have never


tested their racial belief” (Braddock, 1980, p. 181 as cited by Wells & Crain, 1994, p. 533).


Braddock finds “segregation tends to repeat itself across stages of the life cycle and across


institutions when individuals have not had sustained experiences in desegregated settings earlier


in life” (Braddock, 1980, p. 181 as cited by Wells & Crain, 1994, p. 533). One thing which


Braddock failed to consider is are these decisions to segregate conscious or unconscious and are


they willingly done by African Americans. Wells and Crain (1994) touch on this gap in the


literature a little but even point out their own limitations within their study. They state more


research needs to be done at the local level in order to understand the various impacts the many


desegregation plans have had on African American students.


Preference. While perpetuation of segregation can be passed down through generations,


some feel this concept of self-segregation is as simple as preference to be in the company of


one’s own race. In two different studies Clark (1991) and Ihalanfedlt and Scafidi (2002) tested


this concept of preference as a motivator for self-segregation in their study on African American


self-segregation as a cause of housing segregation. Ihalanfedlt and Scafidi (2002) conducted a


Multi-City Study of Urban Inequality (MCSUI) focusing on Atlanta, Detroit, and Los Angeles.


They used the Schelling segregation model (1971) which states “minor variations in nonrandom


preferences (or choices) can lead in the aggregate to distinct patterns of segregation in society…
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the notion of slight differences in preferences could lead to strikingly polarized results” (Clark,


1991, p. 1).


When the Schelling segregation model is applied to housing it means households move to


neighborhoods which they prefer the racial composition, but when the make-up of the


neighborhood begins to change, pushing their preference limits, they will move away (Clark,


1991; Ihalanfedlt & Scafidi, 2002).


Ihalanfedlt and Scafidi (2002) also use the Black self-segregation hypothesis as the


foundation for which to base their study. This hypothesis states African Americans have a desire


to live with people of their race only. The authors do point out there is “no direct evidence of the


validity of the Black self-segregation hypothesis” (Ihalanfedlt & Scafidi, 2002, p. 2002). While I


found this hypothesis interesting and never knew it existed before now, I question why the


authors chose to use it in their research if they knowingly are aware it lacks validity. The authors


also fail to offer a definition of self-segregation, as all others failed to do so as well.


In collecting data for the study the authors used the data to estimate models to explain


racial composition of the neighborhoods which African Americans chose to live. A card test was


administered to African Americans to measure their racial preferences for neighborhoods they


would like to reside. The cards depicted different neighborhood racial compositions of African


Americans and Whites. The authors found the African American participants in the study felt


they resided in cities more segregated than they preferred. This finding “suggests that factors


other than just Black self-segregation are contributing to housing segregation” and they offer six


other factors which can contribute to all-African American neighborhoods (Ihlanfeldt & Scafidi,


2002, p. 380).
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The authors also conducted another test for White participants in the study as well. The


test administered here was slightly different from the one administered to African Americans. In


this test Whites were given a proposed neighborhood racial composition to imagine they


currently resided. Starting with showing the participants an all-White racial make-up of the


neighborhood, the authors continued to show them different neighborhood compositions adding


one African American household to each scenario, or card shown. The authors were trying to


find at which point Whites begin to feel uncomfortable with the neighborhood composition and


state they will choose to relocate. Results showed that some Whites would be uncomfortable


with one African American family residing in the neighborhood and others would be


comfortable living in a neighborhood one-third African American (Ihlanfeldt & Scafidi, 2002).


A major concern that needs to be discussed is the test conducted for the White


participants is very different from the one for African Americans. While the authors do state the


reason to be they are using data from MCSUI and that the data did not contain a measure


preference for Whites was conducted with the card test, I feel this could have been the opportune


time for them to replicate the study and offer something new to the field (Ihlanfeldt & Scafidi,


2002). I could not help but feel the study was biased in a way. Ultimately, the study asked White


participants what their African American limit is in terms of neighborhood composition. I could


not help but wonder if given the same card test given to African Americans if the results could


have been different.


Overall, the results of the study demonstrate African American self-segregation plays a


minor role in segregation in the housing market. I would have liked the study to offer a section


on why the African Americans feel the segregated areas which they reside exist, especially since


the results showed they felt they were living in more segregated areas then they liked. In addition
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to that, I would have also found it interesting to know if the other six factors the authors stated


as contributors to self-segregation were ones they felt were contributors as well: racial


differences in the ability to afford housing, demographic differences between Blacks and Whites,


occupational differences between Blacks and Whites, racial differences in preferences for


housing and neighborhood attributes other than the racial composition of the neighborhood,


housing and mortgage market discrimination, and hostility against Blacks in White


neighborhoods. I feel this could have been extremely beneficial when trying to figure out why


African Americans appear to be self-segregating in the housing market. The factors alone give


implication the self-segregation could be forced and structurally in place in the housing market.


Psychological. The psychological implication of segregation toward self-segregation is


one which focuses on identity. In Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?


And Other Conversations about Race, Beverly Tatum (1997) uses William Cross’ psychology of


nigrescence to explain the process of developing a Black identity. The psychology of nigrescence


occurs in several stages: pre-encounter, encounter, immersion/emersion, internalization, and


internalization-commitment. According to Tatum (1997), the process of exploring one’s identity


usually takes place in the adolescence phase. She also states that it can occur later in life


throughout adulthood and African Americans may constantly go back and forth throughout the


stages. She also points out that a person can get stuck in a stage and never advance to the other


stages in this African American identity development. In this process of identity development


different realizations happen to an African American person in each stage. In the pre-encounter


stage a person has not yet gained a personal significance or social significance of their racial


group’s membership to larger society and their racial identity is still uncertain (Tatum, 1997). It


is at this point that the African American adolescent or adult has not yet had an event or series of
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events to push them toward identifying themselves with a racial concept. In the encounter stage,


this series of events which force an adolescent to acknowledge their ‘Blackness’ occurs. African


Americans self-segregate in this stage because of the personal out casting they have encountered


constantly, possibly even the segregation they have witnessed or been subjected. The self-


segregation occurs in this stage in order to protect oneself from further offense (Tatum, 1997).


Cross and Tatum differ in opinion on when African Americans typically go through the


pre-encounter stage. Cross believes the encounter stage occurs in early adulthood, on the other


hand, Tatum believes this stage can occur as early as junior high or high school (Tatum, 1997). I


am in agreement with Tatum concerning when this stage takes place as I experienced the


encounter stage in seventh grade after transferring schools when during a parent-teacher


conference my parents and I were told my vocabulary was not up to par when I speak or write. I


am aware Tatum and Cross both believe these stages occur throughout one’s life span and can be


re-visited constantly, I agree with this as well as I constantly went through and continue to go


through the encounter stage.


The next stage of nigrescence is immersion/emersion. In this stage African Americans


tend to have a strong desire and/or motivation to surround themselves with symbols promoting


African pride or African American pride. At this stage African Americans are empowering


themselves through gaining history and knowledge about their culture. Self-segregation may


occur in this stage as African Americans are empowering and building a sense of pride about


their identity, they are only wanting to surround themselves with other African Americans


negotiating their identities to help reinforce their own self-identity as well as sympathize with


them. A sense of community and understanding is developed in this stage. As I have discussed


earlier in my paper, it is in this stage which an oppositional social identity can be formed. A
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disconnect with White peers or White people can begin to form as African Americans are


unlearning the stereotypes which have been forced upon them and they have internalized. Self-


segregation can also be a means of acting out this oppositional social identity. As pride and


empowerment has been built so can a sense of anger and resentment. These feelings have been


built inside of African Americans from the exclusion from participation in society. An example


of these exclusions are racial profiling, tracking in educational systems, microaggressions and


discrimination. (Tatum, 1997).


Moving from immersion/emersion to the next stage internalization, African Americans


are now comfortable with their African American or Black identity. They can establish and re-


build relationships with their White peers or White people they once felt completely


disconnected and un-relatable. The cross-racial relationships can only be established when a


common respect has been reached between the two concerning the African Americans self-


defined identity.


The final stage of the psychology of nigrescence is internalization/commitment. In this


stage African Americans have learned to bring their newly defined racial identity to their larger


African American community. They devote themselves to the issues and concerns within the


African American community and their place in society as whole (Tatum, 1997).


The stages which Cross and Tatum identify are ones, I myself, feel I have been going


back and forth through my life to this point. It is the exploration of my own identity and


commitment to community which have ultimately drawn me to my dissertation topic. While


everything I have read in the literature has been extremely helpful in gaining more knowledge on


self-segregation I feel there is much left to be explored.
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When thinking about the psychology of nigrescence, I wondered about the spaces


students self-affirm and this lead me to discover alternative learning spaces. Alternative learning


became an option for African American students at PWIs due to the racism and discrimination


they experienced on a daily basis. These students looked outside of their normal academic spaces


and activities in search of another means of which to be educated and have their intellect


appreciated. These alternative spaces or third places as discussed by Oldenburg (1991, 2001) are


spaces where people can come and go as they please and be comfortable. Ethelene Whitmire


(2006) conducted a study at a research one PWI in the Midwest to see if the library can be an


alternative space or third space for African Americans. While I am in disagreement with her


findings that the library is an alternative space for African Americans based strictly on their


occupying the space for its function, I do feel the study speaks to my dissertation. The idea of the


third space/alternative space itself can also be applied to students need or want to self-segregate.


The definition itself of the third space/alternative space as a space where students feel


comfortable can also relate to my dissertation in looking at self-segregation as a form of self-


determination. While these are my ideas or hypotheses, this is something I am hoping to uncover


in my dissertation.


Another form of alternative learning for African American students in higher education is


their choice of extra-curricular activities. As was quoted by Harper (2005) in his article Leading


the Way: Inside the Experiences of High-Achieving African American Male Students, an African


American male student expresses this:


“I began to see involvement as a process for learning, and I knew


that if I got involved in this process I would be a better person than


when I started college” (Harper, 2005, p. 11).
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While there are many other benefits identified by Harper (2005) as to why African


American males participate in extra-curricular or outside activities, he emphasizes Richard


Light’s work on “the powerful ways that out-of-class experiences affect undergraduate student


learning and insists that those who enjoy the most profound and enduring outcomes are actively


engaged inside and outside of the classroom” (p. 10).


As Harper (2005) expressed the importance of extra-curricular activities to the


psychology of African American college students, as previously discussed, the higher education,


law and psychology literatures also produced several other ideas and concepts regarding African


American education, self-motivation and success. These literatures allowed me to tackle my


research questions through four concepts/ideas:


1. the turmoil of the history of African American education


2. the HBCUs role/goal in African American education


3. complexities/legalities of African Americans at PWIs


4. self-segregation redefined as self-affirmation with influences of policy,


perpetuation, preference and psychological effects.


In the next chapter I explain my methodological approach to my study.
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METHODOLOGY


THE Frat House


BOOM! BOOM! Music echoed from one of the local fraternity houses and I


walked by as I thought nothing of it. Students were lined up outside waiting to enter and I


thought they were dressed oddly, but I was too far away to make any conclusions. The


very next day it headlined the university newspaper, RACIALLY THEMED PARTIES.


What I thought I saw from a distance had become a terrible reality.


The students lined up outside of the fraternity house that late night in 2004 were


Caucasian dressed in stereotypical attire of Mexican Americans. The party’s theme was


Cinco De Mayo (day of celebration of the victory of the Mexican army over the French


army). The article detailed the dress of the students who attended the party. Female


students were dressed with big t-shirts, pillows underneath their shirts to give the illusion


of being pregnant, and a baby in their arms. Male students wore baggy jeans and white


undershirts. This racially themed party, according to the newspaper article, was one of


many which had occurred that semester. Another party which had taken place was the


Black party, where students were dressed in Black face, wore lots of jewelry, and baggy


pants. These parties were occurring at my university and other universities across the


nation. The minority population on campus was in an uproar. Things were now getting


out of hand and it was time to unite and take action.


The African American students, already having a close relationship with the


Latino community, banned together with other minorities and cultural centers on campus


to address this matter. Our mission: to demand our voices be heard.
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Student Voice


After reading much of the research literature on African American students in


higher education I found the literature does not highlight the student voice. In this chapter


I am going to describe to you my methodology choice which focuses on emphasizing


their voices. I used interviews, narrative inquiry, and grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss,


1990) to allow the participants’ voice to be heard, but I also used critical race theory


(CRT) (Ceja et al., 2000) to demonstrate the importance of race. Poetry is used to re-


present the participants’ quotations to accentuate the constructivism of their stories to


remind the reader this is a partial replication of their experiences. Concluding this chapter


I produced a guiding theory based on the findings of the study.


Narrative Inquiry


Narrative inquiry as a research design provided a means for me to get at the


complexity of a person’s perspective in a way few other methods allow, especially


quantitative. For example, ethnography focuses on a site but does not get at the


complexities of an individual’s experience, ie ethnography looks at the school and


narrative inquiry looks at the individual story of the student.


Narrative inquiry permits the researcher and reader, alike, to think about how the


participant is constructing the story. It also enabled me, the researcher, to think about


how I was constructing the participants’ story and recognize the biases I brought to this


construction.


As previously stated, narrative inquiry allows the researcher and participant to


focus on the construction of the story, but it also permits meaning making to occur.


Narrative inquiry gave me the ability to focus on understanding the participant’s
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perspective of the story and understanding how they viewed their experiences. Therefore,


I was able to tie everything in the research back to focusing on the participant voice


(Creswell, 2008). This design forces the researcher and reader to think about how the


participant is telling their story as well. To understand self-affirmation and its impact, or


lack thereof, on success for African American students it is important to be able to


understand how they view their collegiate experiences, recognize my own personal


narrative/bias, and know the researcher/participant relationship as a working one.


There are many definitions of narrative inquiry in the education literature. Hans


Hansen (2006) defines narrative inquiry as “provid[ing] meaning by describing and


creating the relationships between ideas which we act on” (p. 1049). In The Politics of


Personal Narrative Methodology, Peterson and Langellier (1997) define narrative inquiry


as “embrac[ing] the dialectic relations of person (identity) and narrative (experience)


through the study of persons narrating and the study of narratives of the person” (p. 137).


In Educational Research: Planning, Conducting, and Evaluating Quantitative and


Qualitative Research Creswell (2008) offers his definition of narrative as “describe[ing]


the lives of individuals, collect[ing] and tell[ing] stories about people’s lives, and writ[ing]


narratives of individual experiences” (p. 512). Overall, I agree with Langallier &


Peterson’s (1997) definition of narrative inquiry as stated by Hall (1992) “the place of


history, language and culture in the construction of subjectivity and identity, as well as


the fact that all discourse is placed, positioned, situated, and all knowledge is contextual”


(p. 136). After reading all of these definitions, I defined narrative inquiry as presenting


and representing life stories of those often stereotyped and marginalized, as a means of


speaking back to and confronting these preconceived notions and negative ideas.
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After realizing this design coincided with the focus of what I wanted to achieve in


my dissertation, I looked at the strengths of the design to see if my plans for my study


truly matched with the design. In conducting my research it is very important I used a


design which allowed for an analysis of various texts. Examining texts allowed me to


understand complexities and contradictions of one person’s narrative. I was able to see


the context of their story, which is important because I was attempting to note the


complexities that arise in their narratives. Both the written text and the context which the


story is being told can be analyzed. An analysis of these texts allows the reader to have


multiple interpretations of participants’ words, interpreting voice in various ways. The


revealing of motives is useful when thinking of my research as I attempted to find the


motivations, both conscious and unconscious, as to why African American students


choose to self-affirm by participating in culturally specific events/activities, environments,


or social peer networks.


This design ultimately “amplifi[es] the voice of those who have not been heard


before, making it particularly useful for the political struggles of less-advantaged


individuals and groups, providing a basis for advocacy… particularly useful in giving


voice to underrepresented groups” (McQueen & Zimmerman, 2006, p. 477). The African


American students in my study, I argue, are a part of an underrepresented group and not


just because they are part of the minority based on race, but because they are the


minority in undergraduate degrees received and in certain fields of employment (Perna,


2000).


I chose narrative inquiry as my research design because of the personal narrative I


was able to share, and also because of the role of the researcher and participant. As I am
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extremely close to this research due to my own personal experiences throughout my


collegiate career, I have been concerned about adding my own personal experience or


interpretation of an experience to someone else’s, falsifying their personal accounts.


According to Coutler (2009) states in her response to comments on Finding the Narrative


in Narrative Research, that the third person narrator, or researcher, can fill in and give


details that might be left out by the participant. The researcher can provide a natural flow


to the narrative by adding in those details which will allow the reader to transition from


scene to scene easily. I return to this topic in section four in the chapter as to discuss in


more detail this tension.


Another role of the researcher in the narrative is to provide the reader with the


ability to deal with dramatic events or narratives which the participant shares, giving a


cushion for the reader to which to engage and interpret the narrative (Coutler, 2009). For


example, if a participant recounted a dramatic event, I was able to warn the reader of this


dramatic encounter prior to retelling of their experience. I was also able to choose


different words for description, while providing the same context, as to allow the reader


to deal with the experience shared. Wording the narrative in a way where the reader is


able to deal with dramatic events is something which I had never thought about or took


into consideration until now. This idea in itself forced me to think about the possibilities


of the narratives I could hear and have to re-tell should I choose this design.


Concerns about Narrative Inquiry. Two main areas of concern arose for me


from the literature as major weaknesses of this design: participants’ role in the narrative


process and the context of the narrative. The first weakness which appeared in the


methodology literature, participant’s role in the narrative process, became a concern due
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to the partiality of the participant’s story. I was and am aware the participant’s story is


always partial and always changing whenever we interview someone. The role of the


participant to the narrative is one that places a lot of trust in the participant, as they are


giving an account of an event, experience, etc. which is personal to them. Coutler (2009)


suggests participants who collaborate or work with researchers over long period of times


may begin to tell their story differently. The altering of the story can occur due to the


participants’ awareness of the researchers’ stance and opinions regarding their story. This


awareness by the participant can cause the participant to subconsciously change their


story based on an idea of how they wanted their story to be re-told.


During my study I noticed three signs the participants exhibited that lead me to


believe there was more to their story then they were telling me. The first signal that


demonstrated there was more to the story was when the interview was completed and


recorder turned off the participant continued to talk. There was a level of comfort that


existed when the recorder was off then when it was on. Tre from Justice University


admitted after the interview there were some things he did not want to state on the


recorder, but wanted to discuss with me privately.


The second sign there were omissions in the stories was constant pausing or


hesitation by the participant. This sign was the most popular and occurred during every


interview. Constantly the participants would pause, look around or look at me as if they


were battling with my trustworthiness of what they were about to share.


Finally, the third signal I encountered during interviews was the presence of


contradictions during the interview. Some participants would make a statement about


their collegiate career and later in the interview state something completely contradictory.
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I was not sure the cause for this alteration but, it is difficult to avoid. In my personal


experiences I have found the more I re-tell a story the more it changes. These changes


may be slight, but I have found that I begin to believe the “new” story to be the truest


account versus its original version. I expected the participants in my study to exhibit this


as well. For example, a participant may omit certain parts of the story due to a traumatic


account (Creswell, 2008). While this is completely understandable and able to gain


empathy by the researcher, this is leaving the story to only be a different version of


original story the participant was charged to share. Asking someone to recall negative


racial incidents can lead to a slightly altered version of the story being reported; this is


normal and likely unavoidable. While this is what many think when thinking of a


narrative this is not always the case. Narrative inquiry is not about getting at the truth, but


about how the participant, researcher, and reader make sense of the narrative and the


construction of the story, providing multiple ways of telling a story.


As previously mentioned there is a benefit to the researcher taking on the third


person narrator role; however, I did have some concerns with the researcher’s dual role as


researcher and narrator. The story is always shaped by the researcher due to the partiality


of the participants’ story. This third person narrator allows for the research to place


“space fillers” in the participant’s narrative, but this is a very thin line. If a researcher is


not careful they can easily forget the guiding morals they are to follow when conducting


this research and contribute things to the narrative the participant might not necessarily


agree with. This agreement between the researcher and participant as to what the


interpretation of the narrative should be is a working relationship.
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The second concern when utilizing narrative inquiry for this study is the story is


always being shaped by the researcher; they are never absent and always bringing their


biases. The participant might not always agree with the interpretation being stated by the


researcher causing them to feel as if their story is being modified and no longer truly their


story. As a result of this disagreement the participant voice can be lost during the final


write-up of the research. Differences in the point of view of the narrators can become


blurred in the final write-up as well, leaving differences in reliability, authorial distance,


and tone (Coutler, 2009). This is a struggle researcher’s encounter as they attempt to re-


tell the story with the addition of their interpretation and acting as third person narrator.


Creswell (2008) does offer a solution for avoiding losing the participants voice in the


write-up phase of the research, he states that direct quotes can allow researcher to


overcome this very issue.


Theoretical Framework


To stay true to my participants’ voices I used grounded theory to construct a


theory which emerges from their voices and CRT to highlight the role of race. My


dissertation research is guided by grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) and CRT


(Ceja et al., 2000). Both theories work together to formulize a new theory which


examines the phenomenon of self-affirmation, self-determination, and collegiate success


for African American students. I discuss the frameworks together to provide rationale for


how they are essential for this study.
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All Together: Grounded theory, CRT, and Narrative Inquiry


Grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) and CRT allowed for the participants’


voice to be recognized in regard to their collegiate experience, as well as, the perceptions


of these students regarding self-affirmation, self-determination and success. Grounded


theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) allows me to focus on how participants make their own


meanings. CRT begins with the starting point that racism is endemic and uses counter-


story telling as one of the methods to demonstrate it.


Grounded Theory. Researchers have defined grounded theory as a method that


articulates theories as they emerge from the data (Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Martin, 1986;


Urquhart, 2010). Grounded theory is a theory that allows themes, categories, and sub-


categories to emerge. The themes, categories, and sub-categories are concepts which have


risen from the data to produce a theoretical explanation of the phenomenon being studied


(Corbin & Strauss, 1990). These themes, categories, and sub-categories are able to


develop from the data as grounded theory does not have set tenants or rules to analyze the


data. Martin (1986) describes the development of a grounded theory as a “theory


discovery model” (p.1). Grounded theory is the opposite of the scientific method as I


immersed myself into the data to see what surfaced by looking for patterns and


contradictions. Urquhart (2010) adds to Martin’s definition of grounded theory as it is a


constant data collection and analysis done simultaneously. Overall, I utilized grounded


theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) to create a theory from the ground up by looking at what


the African American students have to say about their collegiate experiences and


perceptions of success. In doing so, for my first stage of data analysis I did not enter the


study with a preconceived hypothesis, but I allowed the realities of the students to begin
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to shape the ideas, concepts, and categories for the theory itself which allowed me to be


open to other concepts and categories that I may have missed. For the second stage of


data analysis I used tenants from CRT to analyze. By noting the repeated concepts I was


able to develop categories for which the concepts appeared under. This later helped in


developing a theory from the study and possibly expanding CRT (Ceja et al., 2000).


Barney Glaser and Anseum Strauss (1967) define grounded theory as the development of


a “well integrated set of concepts that provide a thorough theoretical explanation of social


phenomena” (Corbin & Strauss, 1990, p. 5). Based in symbolic interactionism, grounded


theory “stress[es]… people construct their own realities from the symbols around them


through interaction, therefore individuals are active participants in creating meaning in a


situation (Cutliffe, 2000, p. 1477). In examining this social phenomenon of collegiate


experiences, grounded theory deals with the actors’ perceptions and meaning-making


about the situations and things they encounter and their choices (Corbin & Strauss, 1990).


Building on the perceptions and meaning-making regarding the collegiate


experiences of African American students, gives a foundation to begin to focus patterns


and develop categories to understand how these students make meaning of their self-


affirmations, self-determination, and their definition of success (Cutliffe, 2000).


Critical Race Theory. CRT (Ceja et al., 2000), birthed from critical legal studies,


focuses on the idea that racism is embedded into the American society and therefore


integrated into normalcy of American life (Gillborn et al., 2009). Founded by Derrick


Bell, Charles Lawrence, Alan Freeman, Richard Delgado, Lani Guinier and Kimberle


Crenshaw, CRT looks to expose the racism built into our societal structures and uses


story-telling as a means to do so (Ladson-Billings, 1998; Gillborn et al., 2009). CRT
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helped me to analyze the social structures being experienced by the participants by


historicizing the analysis to see how race is always a factor in the collegiate experiences.


CRT places the reader’s attention to focus on the counter-story told by the


participants. Story-telling allowed me to examine driving forces behind engagement in


culturally specific events/activities while exposing racist societal structures or campus


racial climate these students find themselves obtaining a degree of higher education.


There are six theoretical tenets upon which critical race scholars collectively


agree upon:


1. “Recognizes that racism is endemic to American life.


2. Expresses skepticism toward dominant legal claims of neutrality, objectivity,


colorblindness, and meritocracy.


3. Challenges a historicism and insists on a contextual/historical analysis of the


law… racism has contributed to all contemporary manifestations of group


advantage and disadvantage.


4. Recognition of the experiential knowledge of people of color and our


communities of origin in analyzing law and society. For example, I need to hear


their voices, see how they create stories, and then re-present the stories that reflect


their unique experiences.


5. Interdisciplinary.


6. Works toward the end of eliminating racial oppression as part of the broader goal


of ending all forms of oppression (Dixson & Rousseau, p. 9, 2005).


CRT focuses on race to expose underlying racist structures built into society. CRT


looks at claims of race neutrality and I argue this racial neutrality is hidden in the
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realms of diversity, through a historical lens and analysis. The voice of minorities is


depicted through story-telling in this framework to break chains of oppression


through silencing and non-inclusion. By being interdisciplinary, CRT strives to end


the racial oppression experienced daily by minorities. Within CRT, this concept is


referred to as naming their own reality and is seen in comparison to the views others


have of the students. By naming their own reality, these students can expose


institutional/societal racism and “challenge racist assumptions [and the deficit


language used in higher education literature in reference to them] and design the


research to be part of the solution and not part of the problem” (Parker & Stovall,


2004, p. 174). My study utilized CRT, by “attempting to interject [a] minority cultural


viewpoint” into a realm of education which commonly discusses African Americans


without their viewpoint (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 13). “Connect[ing] with the


experiences, ways of thinking, believing, and knowing the racial communities in their


struggle for self-determination and equity” allowed for the redefinition of


concepts/terms and positive language to be used when discussing African American


students in higher education literature (Parker & Tate, 2004, p. 175).


Placing Myself in the Research


The researcher/participant relationship is something researchers have been trying


to grapple with in the methodology literature. The idea of the researcher placing


themselves into the context of the narrative has been problematic at times. For example,


in Lois Presser’s (2005) study of men who have committed violent crimes she quickly


found herself being placed into the context of the narrative by a participant. “The


interview and I were tangibly assimilated into this story of who Dwight is today. Dwight
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verbally positioned me as female “other, whom he had formerly abused and whom he


now assists” (p. 2079). Dwight placed Presser in the context of the narrative as he re-told


his life experiences and reflected on his violent act of rape. As Dwight had placed Presser


in the context of his life experiences, I anticipated I could also be placed into the


narrative by my participants as well. I came to this realization as I began to think about


how my participants might interact with me during the interview and what information I


would share about myself and my experiences. Having some basic commonalities (e.g.,


being African American and having collegiate experiences), I anticipated the participants


to find it easy to place me into the context of their experiences.


As in any research process there are various power constructions that are in


existence. In the researcher’s role and the participants alike this power looks different


depending on which role you play during the process. Overall, the researcher’s power


exists in the construction of the narrative itself. When stating construction of the narrative


I am referring to those deliberate measures the researcher takes that the participant may


be unaware. As the researcher, I had already decided which question(s) I would use to


deliberately guide the participant to respond in a certain manner, adding questions along


the way as needed. I also have the power to conduct the research in a manner that directs


them toward an outcome they desire. This shaping of the product of the research is


achieved by taking deliberate steps before, during, and after the interviewing of the


participants. Careful selection of the participants for the study, how the researcher links


patterns in the narratives, and how the researcher writes the findings in the final report,


all help to shape the research toward the researchers focus for his/her study (McQueen &


Zimmerman, 2006).
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Another aspect of the construction of the narrative connecting the researcher and


the power construction is personal bias. My personal experiences of attending a PWI and


having participated in culturally specific events/activities and social peer networks have


forced me to recognize my own biases with this research project. In the analysis section


of my dissertation I dedicate some time to discussing these biases as I worked through


them by journaling my own experiences and feelings during the data collection and write-


up phases of the research project. Journaling kept me aware of my biases and any new


ones which arose during the course of the study. I also used the journaling in regards to


the limitations of the study which will be discussed further in the conclusion section.


Generally speaking, journaling is the tool I used to practice reflexivity. As stated by


Linda Finlay (2002), reflexivity allows researchers to out their biases. By using this tool I


was constantly being self-aware of my thoughts, feelings, assumptions and motivations


regarding my research to “identify forces that might skew the research in particular


directions” (Finlay, 2002, p. 536).


In The Dreamkeepers, Gloria Ladson-Billings (1994) utilized the personal


narrative of her teaching experience to provide a backdrop to the sections in her book.


She was able to recognize her subjectivity in terms of her experiences as an African


American student by stating her experiences. I utilized this same technique in my


research and use ‘I’ throughout the dissertation as I recognize that it is my personal


experience which drew me to this topic. Revealing my own subjectivity as an African


American college student allowed me to be upfront concerning my own personal


connection and possible biases with the research.
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My process of reflexivity follows Finlay’s (2002) technique of applying the


analysis to three phases of the research process: preresearch, data collection, and data


analysis. As she offered an example of reflexivity in the preresearch phase from Fischer


and Wertz, they “agreed, as a sensitizing technique, to jot down notes about [their]


personal experiences” as related to their research project (Finlay, 2002, p. 537). I


mimicked this same process by keeping a separate journal from fieldnotes to jot down my


own experiences, both positive and negative, while attending the PWI, my self-affirming


activities and what I assumed I would find when conducting the research.


After having an initial idea of how I felt about my research and any preconceived


notions, I moved on to the data collection phase. In the data collection phase I continued


the reflexivity analysis in order to avoid misrepresenting or omitting data. Journaling her


personal feelings, Finlay (2002) was able to recognize her own irritations with a


participant she was interviewing for her study and realize how her personal feelings could


impact what data she chose to include and that which she did not. Writing down her


thoughts before and after an interview allowed for the identification of the participant-


researcher relationship (Finlay, 2002). Recognition of this relationship placed me in a


position to have an honest conversation with myself regarding the interview questions I


was asking in the interviews. I was able to notice if I was leading the participants to


answer questions a certain way, asking the right questions to come to the data I was


trying to obtain, etc. This analysis also provided me with a checks and balances system


for which to conduct better interviews as I continued the data collection phase.


In the last phase, data analysis, ambivalence was the focus when practicing


reflexivity. I was also aware of my already passionate feelings toward PWIs and their
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campus racial climate and treatment of minority students. Cognizant of my sensitivity


concerning PWIs and race relations, I wanted to make sure I was not placing my own


experience above those of the participants. I wanted to recognize any inner conflict which


may arise from conducting this research so I focused on the participant voice. As Finlay


(2002) was able to recognize her own behavior toward a participant and how it changed


her perception of the data because of this perception, I wanted to make sure I was able to


identify such things as well as to not misinterpret findings.


While I was aware of the challenges of reflexive analysis (difficulty


understanding my own experiences, focusing too much on my own experiences v.


participants and the time commitment), this process forced me to recognize my biases to


be able to separate them from valid data and findings (Finlay, 2002). The reflexivity


analysis is a tool I used as a means of ensuring I was not taking too much power as the


researcher in this process.


One of the most important exercises of power during research is the researcher’s


ability to state in the final write-up or report that they are skeptical with parts of the


narrative (Coutler, 2009). This allows the researcher to point out these fallacies adding


their personal reading of the narrative for analysis purposes. As I stated earlier a


weakness of narrative inquiry as a research design is the participants might change their


story, leave out important details or falsify parts of their story. The researcher having the


ability to state their skepticism and address it in their final report acknowledges this very


issue and allows readers to make a better formulated decision about the narrative


knowing some of it could be modified from its original version.
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When trying to mesh the concepts of being true to participant voice and being


skeptical at the same time, I found it difficult to do so. The indication of false


consciousness arises as the participant might not be able to recognize certain aspects, etc.


about their situation as a researcher might. This idea of having a very different


perspective/belief or even false belief despite the situation and being disadvantaged from


it is something I am still trying to grapple with (Jost, 1995).


Power Relationships


I chose a method that allowed me to be collaborative and recognizing power


constructions with the participant throughout the study, excluding poem construction.


Throughout the research process there is also a power relationship in place between the


researcher and the participant. The researcher and participant work together to co-


construct the story or experience they are attempting to tell. Working together gives a


checks and balances for the researcher and participant. They are able to have a discussion


concerning interpretations and understandings, giving the research the ability to stay true


to the participant’s story as possible. Working with participants and getting their insight


into my research is something I was very insistent that I do when conducting my own


research. I was very concerned about the colonization of the participants work and this


can and does occur often, in my opinion and Coutler (2009) agrees. Due to the


construction of power and that many participants are not shown the final write-up of their


narratives before submitted for publishing, etc., these checks and balances throughout the


process ensures colonization does not occur. As Creswell (2008) points out the


collaboration between the researcher and participant is important to combat this
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colonization. Negotiating all field texts is when conducting this research is also another


means to avoid colonization of the narrative.


Another power relationship between the researcher and participant which was


unclear in the methodological literature concerning the strengths and weaknesses of


narrative inquiry was the position of the researcher and the power they appear to exhibit


to the participant. As Presser (2005) notes in her research after recalling a struggle with


Dwight over breaking a rule of no smoking inside the rehabilitation house, “I found that


the men were not the only ones to position me in gendered ways. I did so myself. To ease


the tension after the power struggle” (p. 2080). Presser’s (2005) power struggle with her


participants presented itself with sustaining control of the interview. She realized in order


to keep control and gain the answers to her questions she had to navigate this power


struggle carefully and position herself where her participants would continue to see the


relationship as positive and continue in the study. The ability to be aware of the


researcher’s positioning as it appears to the participant is very important and this is


something I was aware when conducting interviews. If this is not negotiated carefully the


participant can easily take over the interview, leaving me without the answers to my


research questions.


The literature points out the power relationship between the researcher and the


participant, but there is also a power relationship for the reader in the research process as


well. “The reader understands that the author has written the narrative but suspends


knowledge of authorial discourse” (Coutler, 2009, p. 609). The suspension of the author


as being a part of the discussion allows the reader to look at the narrative in a different


way.
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Interviews as Poetry


As stated earlier in my dissertation one of my goals of my study is to see if there


is a perceived connection between self-affirmation impacted by culturally specific


events/activities and self-determination. In order to do so I chose to present the narratives


of the participants with an alternative method, poetry. I chose this alternative method as


to allow the reader to have multiple interpretations of the participants’ collegiate


experience and recognize the constructivism of re-presenting another’s experience.


With this dissertation, one of my goals was to allow readers to have multiple


interpretations of the participants’ collegiate experiences. Multiple interpretations are


important to my study as it brings the reader into the interview. It gives the reader the


ability to place themselves into the interview room, be critical of themselves and the


narratives being shared and to be as close as possible to experience what I, the researcher,


experienced as the participants shared their stories.


Poetry as a means to present interviews allows for recognition of my construction


of the participants story and also highlights that I was re-telling their story. While I do


use direct quotes throughout the findings and interpretations chapter, I chose not to use


the traditional method of portraying interviews. Poetry gives the reader the ability to


recognize the researcher’s role in the re-construction of another’s thoughts, feelings,


emotions, and story. Stressing this reconstruction is important as I have identified it very


difficult to tackle someone’s collegiate experience during a 60-90 minute interview. Most


importantly poetry allows the reader to recognize the narrative being presented is my


interpretation of the narrative told to me (Richardson, 1997). My interpretation of the


participants’ narrative is embedded even in how I have chosen to construct the poem.
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In addition to poetry giving recognition of the construction of the thoughts of the


participant by the researcher, it also gives construction of meaning by way of various


literary devices. These devices: spacing, line breakage, repetition, etc., gives a closer


rendition of the normal speech used during the actual interview (Richardson, 1997). The


similarities between poetry and normal or regular speech permits the participant to speak


to the reader. The reader gains entry into visualizing the experiences, situations, thoughts,


and emotions of the participant/interviewee.


When constructing the poems for my dissertation, I used Laurel Richardson’s


poem about Louisa May’s life as a guiding model (Richardson, 1997). The lines in each


stanza of my poems appear in order as stated during the interview and are not re-arranged.


Within each stanza the lines are direct quotes from the participants surrounding the topic


being discussed. Roman numerals identify each snap-shot of the participants thought,


experience, or mini-story. This is done for easy readability of the poem and to keep the


thoughts, experiences, or mini-stories as close to the context in which they were told


during the interview. These stanzas, divided by the roman numerals, are from various


parts of the interview and not necessarily in the order which they were told.


There are a range of literary devices used in poetry and some are reflected in in


the structure of my poems. I show these literary devices visually in my poem through its


physical construction or how the poem is typed. Line breaks show repetition, ellipses to


exhibit pauses in speech, italics to show change in tone, bold typing is used when a


particular word or phrase is stressed, and parenthesis illustrate when the participant was


either addressing me directly during the interview or their physical expression.
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Data Collection


Site Selection


For my dissertation I chose two public institutions as my research cites: Midwest


University and Justice University. In order to keep the identity of the institutions


confidential pseudonyms were assigned to each.


Midwest University. The studies in the higher education literature concerning


African American students mainly took place at mid-to-large sized PWIs that were


“research one” or “research focused” institutions.1 The institutions (PWIs and HBCUs


alike) where higher education research has been conducted were typically located in the


Midwest with some in the Northeastern, Mid-Atlantic regions, and California. I decided


to be consistent with the demographic locations where previous institutions were studied


in regards to the location of the PWI. I chose to study Midwest University as a site for my


dissertation for the following reasons:


1. Student characteristics: Active African American student population with


examples of race specific events/activities.


2. University characteristics: Large, research one institution that mimics the types of


universities researched in higher education literature.


Justice University. The studies in the higher education literature which focused on


HBCUs were minimal and mainly literature reviews. For my dissertation I chose to


conduct an actual study at an HBCU and not provide another literature review. I moved


away from providing a literature review as I felt in order to achieve the goal of getting at


the student voice, I needed to conduct a study with interviews. Also, in the higher


1 Research one and research focused are categories of educational institutions according to the Carnegie
classification.
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education literature, some of the HBCUs were public and some private, but all were four-


year institutions. I kept with this theme in the literature and chose an HBCU that is a


public four- year institution.


The HBCU I chose for my study was Justice University. I chose this


institution for two reasons as well:


1. University characteristics: Comparable in size and research focus to Midwest


University.


2. New to research literature: Located in the Southern part of the United States and


is an understudied institution


The main contribution my study gives to the higher education literature is I compare and


contrast the experiences of African American students at a PWI and HBCU, which is a


newer addition to higher education research.


Participant Selection


My dissertation focuses on African American students only, as the education


literature constantly refers to these students as being "at risk" in terms of their education.


Their voice is absent in the discussion concerning their experiences, how they define


success, and how they attempt to achieve it.


For this particular study, I was interested in learning how African American


students self-affirm at their respective institutions and how they perceive this self-


affirmation to relate or not to their collegiate success. In order to achieve this process of


portraying their narratives surrounding their collegiate experience to understand how they


perceive self-affirmation, the students needed to have a narrative to share. Interviewing


participants with a senior class status and having been enrolled at their institution for
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three or more years allowed me to have a better understanding of the collegiate


experience of these students and to see if they perceive self-affirmation to be a facilitator


or inhibitor to their success at their institution. Participants with other class statuses


would not have had enough experiences at their institutions to contribute a complete


narrative and reflection on their collegiate experiences. In addition, participants that have


not been enrolled at the institution for three or more years would not have enough


knowledge of the institution nor an in-depth perception of what it takes to be successful


there.


Lastly, the participants needed to participate in some type of extra-curricular


activity to note what these students are doing at their respective institutions to see what


acts of self-affirmation they are participating or practicing. If the participants do not


interact with others at their institution in any capacity, it makes it difficult to see if and


how they perceive their self-affirmation to have an impact or connection to success.


I obtained participants for the study through marketing with a flyer and email


communication to students, faculty, and staff, student organizations/clubs, etc.


Participants at Midwest University were obtained through flyers, mass emails, and


faculty and staff announcements distributed through the institution’s minority affairs


office, African American Studies department, and African American Cultural Center, and


any student organization with an identifier of being related to or focused on African


Americans.


Participants at Justice University were obtained in a similar manner as with


Midwest University. Flyers, mass emails, and faculty and staff announcements were


distributed to any student organization with an identifier of being related or focused on
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African Americans, as well as, a cultural center and African American Studies


Department.


I interviewed 6 African American students, 3 from each institution. The


participants were treated with anonymity, had pseudonyms assigned and were pre-


qualified to participate in the study. The pre-qualification criteria were as follows:


1. Self-identify as African American


2. Currently enrolled at their institution for the 2011/2012 academic school


year


3. Currently hold senior class status for 2011/2012 academic school year


4. Been enrolled at their institution for three or more years


5. Is involved in extra-curricular activities


Data Collection Timeline


The timeline for the study was as follows:


 August 29, 2011: Recruitment materials distributed to both Midwest and Justice


universities


 September 9, 2011: Informed consent, preliminary questionnaire distributed, and


initial interviews conducted at Justice University


 September 9-16, 2011: Transcription of first initial interviews at Justice


University completed by third party


 October 14, 2011: Informed consent, preliminary questionnaire distributed, and


initial interviews conducted at Midwest University (First site visit)


 October 14-21, 2011: Transcription of first initial interviews at Midwest


University completed by third party
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 November 9, 2011: Informed consent, preliminary questionnaire distributed, and


initial interviews conducted at Midwest University (Second site visit)


 November 11, 2011: Transcription of all initial interviews completed by third


party and then emailed by myself to participants for feedback


 November 25, 2011: Feedback due from all participants


 November 30, 2011: All coding completed for all interviews


Recruitment for participants for the study began the second week of the Fall 2011


semester at each institution, August 29, 2011. Participation in the study was conducted in


three phases. Phase one consisted of written informed consent and completion of the


preliminary questionnaire to qualify participants. Following the preliminary questionnaire,


I used their responses to determine whether or not they met the criteria for the study.


Once I determined the criteria were met each student was notified of their offer to


participate and at that point entered into phase two: one on one interviews. These


interviews were scheduled immediately following notification of qualifying for the study.


There were multiple interviews conducted in 24 hours. The interviews ranged from 60-90


minutes.


Transcription of the interview was completed shortly after the initial interview


was completed by a hired outside company. Upon receiving a transcription of their


interview, the participants entered the third and final phase of participation in the study.


In phase three each participant is asked to provide feedback and possibly have a follow-


up interview conducted. Each participant received a list of questions along with the


transcript:
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1. Does this reflect what you are trying to say?


2. Do you have anything else to add?


Upon receiving feedback from the participant, it was then determined if a follow-up


interview was needed. For example, if the participant’s feedback suggested something


was left out of their interview, further explanation was needed, or different interpretations


of the narrative were occurring between participant and researcher, a second interview


was conducted. Follow-up interviews were not conducted as they were not needed after


receiving participant feedback. All the participants received a transcript of their interview


to provide feedback and two participants made corrections.


Methods of Analysis


I began analyzing the data with grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) by


looking for themes within each institution as a data set and then across institutions. I


began the analysis starting with the coding of the initial one on one interviews from


Justice University. As Corbin and Strauss stressed the coding process is breaking down


the data, conceptualizing it, and restructuring it back in new ways (Corbin & Strauss,


1990). The coding process consisting of 3 stages (open, axial, and selective) was a


process which constantly forced me to reference the data and constantly move back and


forth between data collection and the coding process. I decided to begin the coding


process after all initial interviews were conducted at Justice University due to limited


time I had available at each institution.


Beginning with the very first two initial interviews at Justice University, I coded


them openly to start. The process of open coding consisted of me constantly asking


various questions about the data set, comparing/contrasting the answers to those
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questions in order to label incidents with concepts, and then be able to formulate concepts


into groups or categories (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). I conducted open coding by reading


each transcript carefully and referencing my field notes during the interview and writing


down topics of themes that emerged. I did this process with one interview at a time.


As I continuously added an interview from Justice University to the open coding


process until completed, I continued the open coding process with the data from Midwest


University until all interviews had been successfully openly coded. I then began to


tighten the categories and moved into the next phase of coding: axial coding. I performed


axial coding according to the paradigm model as presented by Corbin & Strauss (1990).


The paradigm model consisted of linking the subcategories of a category together and


was done by looking at the causal conditions as linked to the phenomenon, context,


intervening conditions, action/interaction strategies, and consequences (Corbin & Strauss,


1990). I conducted axial coding by categorizing and sub-categorizing themes across


interviews from each institution individually and then across both.


The last and final part of the coding process, selective coding, took place


immediately following the completion of axial coding. Selective coding is the “process of


selecting the core category, systematically relating it to other categories, validating those


relationships, and filling in categories that need further refinement and development”


(Corbin & Strauss, 2002, p. 116). I went through the steps of identifying the story line,


relating the subsidiary categories around the core category, relating the categories at


dimensional level, validating the relationships against the data, and filling in the


categories that need further refinement. I used the paradigm model again in the second


phase of the relating the subsidiary categories to the core category (Corbin & Strauss,
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2002). In this phase of coding I looked across categories and looked for ways they related


to better identify the story line that was present.


I utilized the following chart when analyzing the data.


Theme Category Sub-Category Reflecting Quotes


When I began the analysis of the data, I used the procedure of grounded theory


(Corbin & Strauss, 1990). First I completed the analysis utilizing grounded theory only.


Next, I used the tenets of CRT as categories which to re-analyze the data produced from


grounded theory. I used grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) to look beyond the


race-based ideas/tenets of CRT to be able to see if there were other accounts as to the


connections between self-affirmation, self-determination, and success for African


American students. In using CRT I wanted to look at the data from a race-centered


perspective, a perspective of what counts as knowledge/success for these African


American students as a community of color at their respective institutions. Asset based


language is integrated throughout the entire analysis as I wanted to move away from the


all-too familiar discussions of African Americans from a deficit perspective and move


into a positivist space, by allowing the naming of their own reality (Parker & Stovall,


2004).


Of the 6 tenets of CRT I focused on 3 of them to guide the re-coding process upon


the completion of that process with grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). I used the


CRT tenets (experiential knowledge, challenge to dominant ideologies and centrality of


race and racism) to re-code the data with these as categories (Bernal, 2002).


I set aside the CRT lens in order to compare and infuse that analysis of the data to


the theory which was produced by grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). In the
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findings and conclusion sections I return to this and explicate more how the two


frameworks brought about the birthing of a new theory.


After coding was completed utilizing grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) I


took the chart I constructed and then analyzed the data with the 3 tenets of CRT


previously mentioned. I re-coded the data based on the 3 tenets of: experiential


knowledge, challenge to dominant ideologies, and centrality of race and racism as the


categories (Bernal, 2002). I utilized a separate chart from the grounded theory (Corbin &


Strauss, 1990) coding process which to analyze the data:


Experiential


Knowledge


Challenge to


Ideologies


Centrality of


Race/Racism


Reflecting Quotes


In looking at the categories for coding CRT I further explain the definitions of the


categories in the coding process. I built on the definitions of the tenets of CRT mentioned


in the opening of this chapter by Dixson and Rosseau (2005) and provide my definition


of how I looked at each category when going through the coding process. I defined


experiential knowledge as taking the lessons and life experiences of those marginalized


and placing their experiences in a context which is empowering and inspirational.


Challenge to ideologies is defined as challenges to the school structure and societal


structure which the students operated daily; their challenges toward colorblindness,


neutrality, etc. Lastly, centrality of race/racism I defined as race being the underlying


cause as to why there are some who are greatly advantaged and those that are


disadvantaged on their campus and in society as whole.
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By breaking the data down into categories or parts, this allowed me to see the


similarities and differences among the African American students at the PWIs and


HBCUs. I took a larger amount of data and broke it into pieces in order to take a closer


look at the process of self-affirmation, self-determination, and definition of success and


how it is achieved (Gough & Scott, 2000). As stated in Exploring the Purposes of


Qualitative Data Coding in Educational Inquiry: Insights from Recent Research,


predetermining categories for the data in advance can become somewhat complex if the


interview questions are open-ended. As I used open-ended interview questions in my


study, I chose to allow the categories to emerge after the data was collected rather than


attempt to pigeonhole the data into already constructed categories (Gough & Scott, 2000).


I looked for evidence to confirm self-affirmation as a form of self-determination for


African American students in higher education and also for evidence that disconfirms this


as well.


In developing my final theory for my study, I used grounded theory (Corbin &


Strauss, 1990) and CRT (Ceja et al., 2000) by comparing the categories that submerged


from the grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) coding process, coded those


categories according to CRT (Ceja et al., 2000), and drew an analysis as to what CRT


says about the categories in order to fill in the gaps from grounded theory (Corbin &


Strauss, 1990) and vice versa.
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Grounded Critical Race Theory


After completing the coding for the analysis with both grounded theory and CRT


I found it necessary to analyze what each theory contributed to the study and what each


lacked by breaking down the theories in parts. I begin with grounded theory and critical


theory.


Grounded theory and critical theory have been combined in the past by scholars,


producing grounded critical theory. Grounded critical theory uses grounded theory to


allow the experiences of those being observed to speak for themselves, not giving voice,


but recognition of the voice which already exists. Critical Theory is a methodology that


looks for explanation of the connections between the past and present to note what needs


to be done to break historical cycles (Kushner & Morrow, 2003). Therefore Critical


Theory looks to focus on constructions of power and domination to understand the social


structures in place (Hayes et al., 2011). When both theories are combined together,


grounded critical theory “is intended to result in the generation of knowledge that


contributes to meaningful understandings and explanations of human interaction in the


social world, these in turn potentially contributing to emancipatory transformation”


(Kushner & Morrow, 2003, p. 37). However, the social and cultural reproduction


discussed by Kushner and Morrow (2003) as being a part of Critical Theory, does not


fully uncover the establishment of race in every day structures nor does it take into


consideration the power of race and racism in society. The Critical Theory often masks


the race component, as scholars use it to understand society and culture, but do not bring


more depth to the theory past that, excluding the powerful institutions in society built


around race. This lack of exhibiting the centrality of race in society and everyday
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structures in grounded critical theory lead to the development of a new theory I have


termed as grounded critical race theory.


In looking at the analysis of my data, I quickly realized there were benefits of


both CRT and grounded theory which were imperative to leading to the major discoveries


in my study. CRT allowed me to look at the experiences of the participants from a


positive perspective. Using the tenant experiential knowledge gave me the means to


move away from the deficit perspective which African American students are normally


discussed. While grounded theory was able to bring forth commonalities amongst the


participants, the theory alone does not provide a positivist perspective when discussing


the participants’ experiences. Grounded theory “may allow—but does not compel—


researchers to extend their consideration of structural influences on social processes”


(Kushner & Morrow, 2003, p.37). Bringing race into the centrality of discussion


combined with their experiential knowledge, gives the reader another viewpoint to look


at these participants and therefore African American students by viewing race as a


structural power.


On the other hand, CRT having set tenants of which to analyze data was also


restricting to the study because it only allowed the data to be viewed in one manner. CRT


focused on themes of challenges and identity. I was able to see some sub-categories of


finances, family, persistence, and having a realistic view, however; CRT did not allow for


these sub-categories to be as salient in the data as grounded theory did. Some categories


and sub-categories could have been easily looked over by using CRT alone. I would like


to point out both theories submerged the categories of challenges and identity.
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As explained earlier in the chapter, focusing on student voice was a goal with my


dissertation. Using interviews, narrative inquiry and grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss,


1990) let the participant voice come through. When the methodology is combined with


CRT (Ceja et al., 2000) I stress the importance of race to the study, producing grounded


critical race theory. In addition, to show the re-construction of the participants’ story, I


explained my usage of poetry to represent direct quotes. In the following chapter I


explain the analysis of my data.
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Findings & Interpretation


Shattered Glass


During my senior year in 2005 I was sitting in the Cultural Center when I was


approached by a staff member along with some of my friends. “Did you hear what happened?” I


had no idea what I was about to hear, but my response would mimic that of my friends. One of


my peers had been thrown through the window of a local shop by several White students and had


multiple stitches in his face. This was the beginning of a race war on campus. The series of racist


comments and campus violence that would soon come as a result from this racist act would


affect me in a way for which I had not been prepared. These events lowered my level of trust


with my White classmates and I became skeptical of every White student on campus.


In the midst of racial tension, the African American community quickly came together in


protest of the students who attacked my African peer. As a collective, we demanded the students


be arrested for their crimes and proceeded to hold campus rallies on racism and discrimination


for several weeks to come. After no action was taken against these students for their crime, we


proceeded to advise every prospective African American student not to attend the university.


This was one of many self-determining acts for social justice I participated in at my university.


This very experience reaffirmed my self-affirmation, as well as other students. This lead us to


self-determining for equality and safety on campus. In order to be successful at our institutions


and beyond, we self-affirmed individually and came together to self-determine toward Civil


Rights and graduation. This experience is one of many that inspired me to further investigate the


perceived relationship between self-affirmation (self-worth greater than perceived worth from


others) and self-determination (survival tool for maintaining positive self-worth).
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From my study I became aware these concepts, along with success, have to be discussed


one with the other in order to make better sense of them individually. In this chapter I present six


major findings that arose from the data relating to the above topics when attempting to answer


the following research questions:


1. How do African American students practice or engage in acts of self-affirmation at


traditional institutions (PWIs and HBCUs)?


a. What are the types of self-affirmation students are practicing at each institution?


b. Does this practice of self-affirmation look differently at a PWI versus an HBCU? And


if so, how?


2. What are these students perceived notions of success?


3. Why have these students chosen their institutions?


4. Why do these students choose to participate in culturally specific events/activities,


environments, social groups, etc.?


a. Are these examples of self-affirmation?


b. How do they change the definition of self-affirmation, if at all?


5. Do these students see their choice to self-affirm as an inhibitor or facilitator to success?


6. Do these students perceive self-affirmation to have an impact on their desire to self-


determine as it relates to their definition of success?


When analyzing the data to answer the research questions, I further placed the information


gathered from the one-on-one interviews with the dual-analysis (Grounded Theory & CRT) in


conversation with the education, law, and sociological literatures previously discussed in chapter


two. Moreover, I connect direct quotations from the participants in the study to each sub-


category of analysis. Many of the supporting quotations I found in my analysis showed a
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perceived relationship between the concepts of self-affirmation, self-determination and success.


Some quotations from the interviews also appear in the form of poetry, composed by myself.


Findings from Grounded Theory


After I completed analyzing the interviews using grounded theory several broad themes,


categories and sub-categories arose. Grounded theory lead me to find several themes such as


challenges, being an example, personal drive/persistence, self-motivation and diversity. Under


each of these themes the categories and sub-categories produced many findings. Overall, I found


the participants attending Justice University to have chosen their institution based on finances.


The participants found Justice University to be more affordable and offering more financial


assistance than PWIs. All of the participants had strong aspirations of helping their Black


community through mentorship and being a role model. Their roles on their campus and


surrounding communities greatly impacted their views of their collegiate experiences and vice


versa. Despite the racism they experienced, whether on/off campus, each participant valued the


education they were receiving and had an overall positive view of college. On the other hand, it


was these very same negative and discriminatory experiences which self-motivated the


participants to continue to matriculate at their institutions. Lastly, exposure to other cultures and


a reflection of the racial make-up on their campus was very important to the participants at


Midwest University. They appreciated the diverse make-up of the student body, faculty and staff


and noted it as a benefit to their education. The lessons they learned from their peers of other


cultures was just as important as the lessons they learned in the classroom.
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Findings after Critical Race Theory


Upon completion of grounded theory I then applied CRT to those findings. I applied


three tenets (experiential knowledge, challenge to ideologies and centrality to race/racism) to be


able to see how race affected the collegiate experience of the participants. After completing the


analysis with the tenets six major themes arose from my study: impact of family on self-


affirmation, regulation of Blackness, down-playing of Blackness, educating/managing conflict


around race, self-affirming in a multicultural society and self-affirmation and self-determination


as giving back: hero/shero. These themes were a combination of grounded theory and CRT,


which I named grounded critical race theory.


Impact of Family on Self-affirmation


Participants at both institutions practiced and/or engaged in acts of self-affirmation. The


participants practiced self-affirmation through how they identified themselves, specifically


through the process of regulating and down-playing their Blackness. In To Break Away or


Strengthen Ties to Home: A Complex Issue for African American College Students Attending a


Predominantly White Institution, Guiffrida (2005) explains cultural family ties can be a


hindrance to success for African-American students. Focusing on Tinto’s (1993) Student


Departure Theory and how familial ties are distracting and inhibit success for African-American


students, he claims this to be a much more complex situation. Guiffrida (2005) points out


students with family support tend to be academically high-achieving and did not need to break


their ties with family. Students with no familial support tend to be low-achieving. Low-achieving


students appear to make frequent visits home to help family or were seeking a social (arguably


cultural) connection they lacked at their institution. Instead of receiving financial and mental
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support from their families, these academically low-achieving students provided the familial


support to their parents, siblings and other members.


Family relationships can affect the impact or direction of self-affirmation. As Guiffrida


(2005) described in his article mentioned earlier, familial relationships can cause a person to self-


affirm in two different manners: towards family or towards education. This impact of familial


ties makes the relationship between self-affirmation, self-determination and success a non-linear


one. Students may self-affirm in a manner that causes them to drop out of school and tend to


their family’s needs or self-affirm in a manner that pushes them to continually matriculate and


eventually graduate from their institution. Participants at both institutions had their process of


self-affirmation affected by their familial ties. Tre, a participant, describes two forces that have


impacted his desire to obtain a college degree: 1. The birth of his son 2. Taking care of his sick


father.


Tre’s Take on College


Not everything is always easy when you are going through college


you have different types of real life situations


you have different types of miniscule situations that you go through that make college a lot
harder than it has to be.


When I say the hardships I mean having to stop going to college when my dad got sick and
having to start over…and having a son in the middle of my collegiate career and not always
having the right funds to have to get things done.


Like I said those nights that go too long and those mornings that come too quick.


It is a blessing in all honesty to see everything that you’ve gone through and STILL see that
those trials and tribulations didn’t stop you and that you are almost done.


***
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Anne discusses her familial ties positively affecting her ideas of self-affirmation, self-


determination and success:


Anne’s Push in the Right Direction


The 3 of them [her siblings]… they don’t have high school diplomas and everybody accredits


that to my WHITE MOMMA cause their mothers are African American.


And it is like… IT IS MY MOTHER… not because she is White


but because my mother said you are going to do better than me


I don’t care what it takes.


You are going to be better than me.


So I do


I’m trying.


***


Alexandra gives a negative account how familial ties impacted her collegiate experience:


Alexandra’s Loss


I actually had some depression issues because of the fact that


ONE


it was really hard knowing that I was going to be here for an EXTRA 2 years on top of that


and THEN I had lost my mom when I was 14 so like just a lot of it wasn’t resolved


so it started catching up on me around that time.


So… it actually started effecting me and so I ended up going to counseling for it… which the
counseling center here is amazing and I slowly got out of it and basically I’m back on my way
again.


***
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The participants in my study expressed their family situations being motivators for them,


minus one participant (her family had different desires for her). This also does not take into


account the familial like ties, which are built between lower/upperclassmen as well, as expressed


by Brown (2001). These students create a family like atmosphere with upperclassmen taking on


the role as collegiate parents and underclassmen as their children. All of the students who


participated in my study, according to them, were doing well academically when asked about


their grade point averages (GPA). Taking on the responsibility of the role as a collegiate parent,


these upperclassmen create an environment which underclassmen can self-affirm. This


environment is created through the positive examples, advice on negotiating a White space and


passing down of collegiate experiences from peer to peer. This concept of the collegiate family


expands Guiffrida’s (2005) ideas of familial ties. These African American students might have


the support not from their biological family, but instead from their collegiate one.


Regulations of Blackness


In the education literature, Harper (2005, 2009) states social/cultural capital used by


African Americans at PWIs is motivated by the oppression and racism they are experiencing.


These negative experiences are then used by the students as inspiration to succeed at their


respective institutions. The participants attending the PWI did relate to Harper’s (2005, 2009)


findings, however, the literature does need to be expanded to include students at HBCUs as well.


Anne’s experience at Justice University was very different than most would expect.


There is a perception that attending a HBCU automatically gives its students a certain social and


cultural capital. Contrary to this perception, Anne’s experience did not allow her to automatically


gain this social and cultural capital due to her being bi-racial. More importantly, Anne’s self-


affirming acts (e.g., membership in NAACP) did not have the outcome she was hoping. Her
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peers were not accepting of her because of her physical appearance. Anne was easily mistaken


for being Caucasian despite her identification as African American; therefore, her peers


commonly discriminated against her. This discrimination exhibited how her peers were not


concerned with having racially diverse experiences. This discrimination Anne experienced is an


example of the regulation involved in self-affirmation. Research tells us self-affirmation comes


with benefits, but it also involves inclusion and exclusion, who is in and who is out. This


inclusion and exclusion supports our claims of identity.


Anne’s BLACK I-dentity


i


Well coming to Justice University was…in the beginning it was a horrible experience for me
ummmm. I was treated terribly uh walking down the walkway


I had profanity yelled at me


I had people make fun of me


I had people throw themselves into me to point and laugh at me.


I was treated awfully


under the assumption that I was White and uh…ummm I mean they would yell White bitch at
me and


who do you think you are


where do you think you are


just walking to class.


(Girl) I heard one girl who was on her phone and she was said I did not come here to go to
school with a bunch of White BITCHES.


And I was just like…I mean I didn’t even talk to her.


She doesn’t know me.
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You know and it was pretty upsetting because


as I learned in African American Literature which I had never even stopped to consider ummm
half of the uh half of the slaves when they were freed


looked like me


like they looked White I didn’t know that.


And I don’t think anyone in the class knew that and… it was just it was so upsetting that I
learned about how horribly the lighter skinned slaves were treated and I’d never heard about that
before


and it was it was just upsetting because I felt like


DAMN I would have been treated bad back then and I’m getting treated bad now and there is
nothing I can do.


It is not like I picked to look White that wasn’t my decision.


My dad is very dark


very very dark


and people tell me all the time


that is not your dad.


It is like yeah it is. (She laughs) My parents have been together since my mom was 14 that’s my


dad.


That’s it.


So I’ve had a very different experience.


ii


You know at first I kind of felt that way but then I was like I mean I’m older I’ve been in school
a long time I am a lot older than these kids


and I was like… you know it got to the point where I don’t have to prove myself to anybody.


I am who I am
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I know who I am. Like


I just feel like


I wish they would respect me just as one human being to another. You know just the fact that
I’m a person trying to better myself clearly I’m in college.


But… they don’t and… I guess that reflects the respect for themselves but… I’m at the point
where I don’t have to prove myself to anybody. I don’t even…it used to be I’d get in the class
and my first comment would be like oh well my opinion is like this because I’m African
American and you know


and I found myself not even doing that now I’m just going to make my comment. You can make
your own assumption and I don’t really care.


It is like


I am


who I am.


iii


I have an aunt who does pass. (she laughs sarcastically)


She doesn’t even speak to us I’ve never met her.


She’s Italian.


iv


I think it is very positive to be in the African American community to be associated with it.


It gives you because… I do look White people usually talk to me like I am


and I’ve heard people say things that I mean they would never say around people that they knew
were African American.


Like my mom and I were once


my mom worked in a building downtown and we were going on the elevator


and there was an African American man in a suit and tie


like he clearly worked there
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and then there was a White man in a suit and tie


and we were all going up the elevator together


and the African American man gets off…and the White man looks at me and my mom and says
it’s kind of funny to see a monkey in a monkey suit.


And I mean I was so shocked it was like I didn’t have time to be angry.


I was just like I can’t believe you just said that like do you know what year it is.


GOD!


I was just shocked and I just looked at my mom like and we had the same look on our face it was
just like.


So I try to tell other African Americans that…and usually they just don’t want to hear it.


It is just like you have to be really careful.


You honestly do have to be very careful what non-African Americans that you trust out there
because they are just… honestly racism is alive and well and they are not there to help you.


They don’t want to hire you


they don’t care how smart you are.


***


I titled Anne’s interview BLACK I-dentity because of the background of her collegiate


experience. As stated previously, Anne is bi-racial and is often mistaken as being Caucasian. I


capitalized ‘black’ in the title to demonstrate the emotions Anne felt concerning this. When I first


encountered Anne she saw me putting up a flyer for my study. She approached me regarding


participation and immediately became defensive with me when I asked her if she considered


herself to be African American. I had found during my time at her institution, like many, the


students did not fully read the criteria for participation for the study and some who inquired did


not meet any of the criteria. I also capitalized ‘black’ in the title for the discrimination she
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encountered at the HBCU by her African American peers and the Black pride she exuded in the


interview. Identity is spelled as I-dentity as I place emphasis on the “I” to stress how Anne


identifies herself as being Black and/or African-American.


While Anne does not state this directly in her interview, she has to protect and defend


herself against African Americans and non-African Americans. She is constantly being rejected


by both sides of her racial background. Anne's Black identity is one which is forever changing.


As she discusses in the first stanza, Anne experiences hatred from her peers and at the same time


finds personal victory in knowing slaves looked like her and were bi-racial. She finds


empowerment in learning about her African American history. In stanzas three and four Anne


talks about her physical appearance allowing her to reside in dual realities. She has been let in a


world where it is acceptable to discriminate, stereotype, and be blatantly racist. Refusing to take


advantage of the capability to pass and inherit White privilege, Anne resides in a world where


her Black identity lets her be discriminated against.


In being able to make sense of things in the world people find it easier to have labels to


identify what someone or something is. These labels often place people in a box in which they


stay and reside forever, despite their efforts to change their labels or be able to fluidly move


amongst multiple. When thinking of identity I commonly think of these labels, my notion of self


and the role my identity plays in the construction of myself. I am not just an African American


woman, wife, mother, or doctoral student. I am also an artist, an adventurer, an educator and a


mentor. I feel that I am fluid and can change who I am and how I identify myself at any time and


that should be accepted by society with open arms. My personal thoughts of how I define myself


and the construction of these identities alone with how others define me lead me to explore


further the participants’ construction of identity. These self-identifications and how I constructed
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them also intrigued me to want to know how the participants navigate their identity in order to


better understand their processes of self-affirmation.


What do we mean by identity? “Our present idea of ‘identity’ is a fairly recent social


construct, and a rather complicated one” (Fearon, 1999, p. 2). Identity is forever changing either


by the person itself or by society’s standards (Schultz, 2000). “Identity means either (a) a social


category defined by membership rules… characteristic attributes or expected behavior, or (b) a


socially distinguishing feature that a person takes special pride in or views unchangeable… (or of


course both (a) and (b) together)” (Fearon, 1999, p. 36). As stated by Brunsma and Rockquemore


(2002) in Socially Embedded Identities: Theories, Typologies, and Processes of Racial Identity


Among Black/White Biracials, identity is constructed with a set of choices made by the


individual. While this article focuses particularly on the identity construction of people who are


bi-racial, I argue this set of choices extends to all who are constructing their identity. Making


multiple decisions based on different choices of inclusion and exclusion in membership and


characteristics of behavior provide fluidity to the process of identity development. As explained


through protean identity, bi-racial people move fluidly between identifying as Black, White, and


bi-racial (Brunsma & Rockquemore, 2002). However, in Anne’s case, she does not move fluidly


between racial identities. She identifies as being African American only and the dual-identity


creates a problem for her.


There is also another aspect in which the education literature needs to be expanded as


well, as Harper (2005, 2009) feels this oppression and racism should motivate the students to


self-determine and this is not always true, especially in every setting which the student finds


themself. At the PWI the students were more likely to regulate their Blackness, depending on the


space they were in and choose not to self-determine through culturally specific events/activities
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or pick/choose when and how to participate in those events. Some interviewees from the PWI


specifically chose not to support culturally specific events/activities that were African American


only. These participants wanted to support other cultural events and show they believed in and


endorsed diversity/integration at their institution.


The psychology literature sheds light on the development of racial identity and its impact


on self-affirmation. African American children go through an identity phase called race


realization (Tatum, 1997); this is the process of developing awareness of being African


American. The participants in the study also go through this race realization and even discuss


how they face their own identities. The identity navigation via race realization is the main


contributing factor leading participants to self-affirmation. The findings support the literature,


but I would like to point out how the participants experience race realization differ according to


the institution they attend. All the participants are navigating their identities whether it is through


negotiation, defense, or both. However, the participants attending Justice University have various


factors built into the institution to assist in fostering this realization and push toward self-


affirmation. Through institutional values and the values of the professors the participants are


very racially aware by the African American history integrated and taught across multiple


disciplines.


Down-playing of Blackness


Participants at Midwest University are self-affirming and navigating their Blackness;


however, they do so in a way where they negotiate their Blackness to their convenience. As I


talked with the participants from Midwest University I noticed a tension between assimilation,


being strategic academically, selling-out and compromising. This tension is unique to their


environment as they are attending a PWI and are constantly negotiating and down-playing their
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Blackness. The participants at Justice University did not express these tensions due to the


monolithically raced environment. The participants who utilize their racial identity for their


convenience do so for social and/or academic gains. For example, for social and academic


benefits the participant may not identify his/herself as African American or place diversity at the


forefront of his/her identity. This down-play of Blackness exhibited by the participants is due to


participation in other cultural activities taking place at their institution, as well as, to appear


being for diversity and inclusion. The participants sacrifice their own racial identity in order to


support diversity. While I do not agree this sacrifice is necessary, this is what the participants


have chosen to do. Also, the participants forego their racial identity for academic gains. In order


to be accepted among their Asian or Caucasian peers they give up parts of their personality,


acting ‘less black’ in order to gain membership into study groups.


Chester Changes


Talking to people outside my race more… I was uncomfortable at first.


And then I could see also that no one was comfortable with me at first.


So… it took me a while to get to a PERSONALITY that they would talk to


be comfortable with


and not making any awkwardness.


***


Educating/Managing Conflict around Race


All the participants in my study self-affirmed by attending culturally specific


events/activities or environments; however, I discovered alternative ways in which students were


self-affirming as well. The participants from Midwest University self-affirmed not only through


attending culturally specific events/activities, but also through educating their White peers about
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the contributions African Americans have made to society (e.g., Tommy’s class presentation).


Whereas the participants from Justice University speak more to the importance of the racial


education received at their institution (e.g., Anne’s story of learning about bi-racial slaves).


Tommy, like other participants from the PWI, demonstrates an alternative way to self-


affirm. He chooses to self-affirm without excluding non-African Americans by challenging his


peers to understand the influences African Americans have had to the development of society.


His self-affirmations occur through the vehicle of using education as a tool to inform others


about his value. He affirms himself counter to Anne who does so through interactions in an all-


African American environment. Using education to reaffirm himself amongst his peers, Tommy


seized the opportunity to use an assignment to show his non-African American peers the


contributions of his race to the field of agriculture.


Tommy Teaches


Yeah so like I told you.
I'm in agriculture education that's a lot of people from the rural area that don't necessarily agree
with African American lifestyle I would say.


And ummmm I just got done lecturing on Black History and Agriculture and just being able to
do that and be able to say
ummm to talk to people that I know that they OPENLY discuss with me that they aren't
comfortable with me being in the classroom with them
and uh I think that shows a lot of maturity a lot of understanding of just MYSELF
I'm comfortable in my own body to go out and talk to you about my culture even though you
don't respect my culture.


I was pumped up to give that lecture. I was pumped.
Ok this is my time to shine
this is my time to go out and let everybody know that African Americans have made an impact in
your day to day life that you don't necessarily might not know about it.


So that was something
it wasn't like I'm going to get you back by saying what you said about me or saying what you
said about the different races
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but uh it was always ALWAYS I'm a let you learn something that you didn't learn before.


So in class when you do we do a lot of presentations
our lesson plans
we do a lesson plan every week and ummm most of them is straight role play.
Everybody is just the audience.
The audience is the students but the student body are the audience which are the students of a
teacher.
So ummm but it's just role-play ok we going to go ahead and ask you some questions
we are going to do this
nobody is even paying attention.


But for me to grab everybody's attention
grab everybody in and see that we all have a commonality regardless if you like it or not
it was something that uh I was excited to do.


Well at the end of my presentation I was able somebody actually walked up to me a White girl
walked up to me and asked if she could use my presentation for another class.


I was actually saying that I was able to be motivated by them not wanting me there.
I was able to teach them something by doing this.
The fact that she was moved and understood the importance now
a little bit cause I was only able to give 25 minutes of my presentation of my hour long
presentation.


So she was like can I get some of your references
can me and you talk about this a little bit more.
And this was one of the girls that I thought would not be accepted of this just based off her
perception of life and that was amazing to me
made me feel good about what I just did
what I spent a lot of time into.


***


In addition to choosing to educate others, these participants used the racially diverse


student body as a means to educate themselves about other races and be able to navigate Whiter


spaces. These students viewed participating in primarily culturally specific activities as limiting


academically and socially. They purposefully sought other ethnic groups’ events and activities to


participate.
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Chester’s Stepping Out


Down here I’m more open to do more things… more diverse things…


step out of my culture


out of the typical things outside of my race


embrace things of other cultures.


I’m more open to cultural things…


go to cultural events


go eat sushi with some of my Japanese friends from Engineering


just stuff out of my typical culture.


I’ve learned to embrace other things that other cultures do and not think they’re weird.


***


Tommy’s Diversification


The diversity of campus... has also helped me a little bit.


I know a lot of African Americans we kind of... we don't diversify ourselves all the time on
campus... so I want to leave that alone and there's some good and some bad when it comes to like
my social aspect of life.


A lot of people asked me where did I go


other people would go... I didn't know you still went here because I haven't seen you in so long I
just decided to diversify myself amongst different cultures here on campus and...


I feel like well rounded me a little bit more than just coming from the south side of the city and
coming down here and hanging around with African Americans all the time...


and going back and just doing the same thing.


Just utilize the University for the 40,000+ (he laughs) students that they have.


***
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The participants attending Midwest University stated how they wished the university was


more reflective of the populations of the nearby cities, but accepted the racial make-up at their


institution because they felt it reflected the active job market. Allen and Comeaux’s (2009)


article on enrollment of African American students at PWIs uses the University of California


(UC) system as an example. Policy 209 outlawed the usage of race as an identifying marker for


admissions to the universities. McDounough, Outcalt & Tobolowsky (2005) state the differences


in the racial make-up of the state of California vs. the enrollment of African American students


in the UC system, emphasizing the drastic differences between the racial demographics of the


surrounding areas to the universities vs. the racial make-up of the student population.


When discussing an elitist organization she participated in high school that was all African


American Patrice stated:


Patrice as Racial Competitor


They taught us how to compete against another African American… but when you get in the
REAL WORLD… it’s bigger than that.


You have to learn how to compete against the OTHER races and I think that’s the only thing
they fall down on.


***


While my study does not answer the research question if participating in culturally


specific events/activities and environment changes the definition of self-affirmation, I believe it


does bring a different perspective in terms of what self-affirmation looks like. Examples of self-


affirmation when participating in culturally specific events/activities and environments were very


clear. However, it was the examples of self-affirmation when not participating in this culturally


specific way which was surprising.
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Self-affirming in a Multicultural Society


At both institutions, I found with the participants their self-affirmation involved their


identity as being African American and a member of a multicultural society. This recognition of


membership as African American and in a multicultural society occurred for the participants in


an all-African American environment and those in a diverse space. Chester discusses his reality


of dual membership:


Chester’s Moving Forward


I remember being out and being called a NIGGER by some drunk White person.


It’s like yeah… that does happen sometimes and you gotta let it go…


IF we show anger to it, that shows it hurts us.


I feel like


at this point


we should just be past that


and move on


and we can be successful without that.


I ignore it because if you get into a conflict with them


people sometimes believe them over us…


I know a lot of people choose to go to HBCUs just because they want to have predominantly
African American friends so they won’t have to go through that situation


BUT in real life you’re going to deal with racist people all the time.


Your job’s not going to be 50% BLACK, 50% White, it’s probably going to be 20% Black or
10% Black… kind of how college is at a big university.


***
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Here Chester is recognizing his identification as African American by himself and others when


racial slurs were spat at him. He chooses to reflect on this negative experience by confirming


again his decision to attend a PWI. He deals with negative experiences such as this one by


reminding himself what he is learning to deal with on his college campus is something he will


have to deal with post-graduation.


Alexandra, also a participant attending Midwest University, takes a similar approach as


Chester:


Alexandra’s Pondering Race


Just my experiences at this University…


I’ve actually found that I find myself in a lot of uncomfortable cultural situations where I’m
usually [the] ONLY minority around


and so I learned to work with other cultures and work with other people and keep a cool head
even though their expectations of me are kind of RIDICULOUS at times.


And I’ve noticed that


and I’ve learned to just


not necessarily be like… oh it is because I’m Black. No not necessarily… it might be because of
something else.


I usually take that experience and try to look for other reasons for it. I try not to just
automatically think it is because of my race.


Why would it be that?


Sometimes it is… but majority of the time it is something else.


***


Alexandra’s approach to her identification as African American in a multicultural society is to


analyze her experience. She reflects on being in uncomfortable situations, but stresses the


importance of analyzing the situation. She takes her time to understand if what she is
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experiencing is based on her race or if it can be attributed to something else. Tommy, however


discusses his process of self-affirmation in a multicultural society in a different manner.


Tommy’s Take on All Black


I wouldn't say that I'm involved in any organization or...


I'm not like actively involved in any student lab African American movement or anything of that
I do support them if they have something going on and ummm it peeks my interest. But...


The pros the fact that we are getting African American students to understand a little bit more
about academia sometimes.


Even helping those students out where some might be on the edge of leaving school or just need
an extra push here and they don't have a quote unquote support system that maybe they need
somebody there that can help them out in any form or fashion.


I have mentors that I've met at the Cultural Center.


So that's something that is open always


you never know what you might get out of an experience so that is a pro for me


you never know what you can get that is not necessary a con.


Ummmm but a con for me is depending on whether it be African American homecoming or
that's one reason I didn't want to do African American homecoming.


I did University homecoming court instead, was the fact that I don't like being at the University
and having African American in front of everything like an adjective.... to describe any event
that is going on campus.


So I'd rather be


I'm more about inclusive.


If I see that down there does that mean my Asian friend can't come?


What does that mean to me?


So I'm really careful about pubbing stuff like that from an organization because my advisors tell
me I could do it also just the fact that we are here to be inclusive at Midwest
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we are not here to discriminate against anybody else and sometimes I do feel like that when you
go to different events


this is only a Black thing.


Not necessarily people don't say that, but you could just feel whether it being the music that's
playing whether it be the conversation that is going on


at a lecture or a Greek organization might have like it is a different discussion.


It might be like about skin complexity with an African American community.


We are going to talk about different things that are involved with us


however we never really talk about anything else when it comes to an inclusive standpoint but
it's not meant to do that.


Because...


well I'm talking about my advisors in my minority organizations because as a minority we are
not


we are not talking about anybody that is not the majority.


Therefore if we are talking about going to an African American thing if we are talking about
Hispanics in my organization they might not want to go.


Or they might just feel like ok that is a Black thing I don't know anything about that I'm really
uncomfortable about being around Blacks


They are loud


They are rowdy.


You got to think about all these different perceptions that might come into play.


So if you are going to publicize something just talk about issues that are being talked about or
just talk about doing it as a group as a cultural emergent type of thing instead of like those who
put it some greek letter organization going out talking about Civil Rights or something.


***


Tommy negotiates and down-plays his identity as African American in order to be included in


the multicultural environment at Midwest University. This navigation of his identity is important
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to him as he recognizes the perception of African Americans at his university. He strives daily


not to perpetuate those stereotypes.


Tre, having a completely opposite viewpoint of Tommy, discusses his decision to attend


a HBCU and the benefit it poses as he recognizes his participation in a multicultural society.


The Real World, Featuring Tre


I think it poses a pro… we all have culturally specific activities.


I don’t think culturally we look at those activities as a hindrance. I think it is a balance because
we don’t totally live in a culture that’s not the culture we live in.


We HAVE to mingle and be a part of another culture


not all of our customs


and not all of our activities are AFRICAN AMERICAN


but it does serve as a balance because when I’m not in that world I still have that part of myself.


So it is not like a permanent sacrifice of what you are used to and what you do in your culture,
you are not sacrificing it so you can have whatever.


***


Tre’s self-affirmation of his African American identity is impacted by attending a HBCU. The


university’s all-African American environment allows him to build-up his self-value. When Tre


embarks outside of his university’s campus he has self-affirmed his identity in a manner where


whatever situations may occur in the multicultural society which we live, he can handle them.


The university serves as a balance for him. He is able to keep his African American identity with


him, even outside the university, and not sacrifice his identity and culture completely. Tre


attributes his positive self-identification and the security he feels in his racial identification to the


culture of Justice University, something he states he could not gain attending a PWI.
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Self-affirmation and Self-determination as Giving Back: Hero/Shero


Every morning it appears the participants in my study put on an invisible cape and begin


their day. Each of them discusses the importance of giving back to their communities and


helping others. Brown & Davis (2001) state there is a social/cultural capital that is passed down


at HBCUs. This passing of knowledge from generation to generation, peer to peer equates with


the collective desire to better the African American community. As stated in the literature


review, a part of the six point goal of HBCUs is being a role model and providing leadership for


the Black community. The inheritance of this social/cultural capital of networks, educational


knowledge and positive self-images is the foundation of how the students become role models


and leaders in their communities. Harper (2005) demonstrates an expanded version of Perna’s


(2000) discussion of cultural capital to extend beyond biological parents, but includes collegiate


parents who are the givers of knowledge along with faculty and staff. The collegiate parents take


on the responsibility of educating their peers on how to function in a racist environment and


building leaders to teach others this navigation of a Whiter space (Brown & Davis, 2001). Tre


discusses how students are examples for each other:


“Other students look at me and not because of the degree, but everybody looks at everybody.”-


Tre (Justice University)


Giving back to their communities is something each participant does collectively, self-


determining together. However, these students do not hold the group as being accountable for the


passing of capital to/for the betterment of their communities. The participants take on the


individual responsibility and do not share their Superhero capes with others, but bear the burden


alone.
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Selfless Patrice


I want to say that my life is not my own.


My life is not my own due to the many successes


or all the successes I’ve had… the life that I live.


It was all about ME


all about me


and now today I’m all about everybody else.


I’m trying to bring other girls up


I’m trying to train them


not just in twirling


but with LIFE.


My comrades


my friends


my peers


I’m trying to be a role model to them because they… you know I don’t drink


I don’t smoke


I don’t party


so I’m really trying to be that example that this GENERATION NEEDS that is worthy because I
want to show… that you could STILL go to college… you can work and STILL have fun
without those other things.


My life is not my own and I’m kind of glad TOO because then I could be EASILY influenced if I
allowed myself to just relax and be like everybody else.


***


As Patrice discusses taking on the responsibility of being an example for others in her


community, so do the other participants in my study. What I found to be extremely interesting is
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the participants have abandoned the self-determining mindset many carried before them in the


Civil Rights Movement, Black Panther Party and Freedom Schools. They have abandoned the


idea of togetherness and have invoked more of self into their self-determination process. Anne


references the time period of the Civil Rights Movement, but does not discuss the concepts of


being collectively minded to have made those political advances.


The Commitment of Anne


That’s my whole goal… is to just help bring other people up.


If I can rise to the top


and grab two hands on my way up


I mean that’s three of us on top.


I talk to my parents and I look at pictures and stuff from the 70’s and I’m like WHAT
HAPPENED. We have a bunch of BIG BOYS…. You don’t want a boy in a man’s body.


***


It is difficult to determine if this commitment to the community is a belief of the


participants of Justice University only. There was one participant from Midwest University that


shared his sentiments on giving back to the Black community:


“give back [to community] for the opportunity to have received this education.


I’m not just a taker, I’m a giver.” –Chester (Midwest University)


I argue the participants at Justice University focus on giving back to their communities as this is


a part of the mission of HBCUs (Brown & Davis, 2001). Further research with a larger


participant pool would need to be conducted to concretely state if this argument can be upheld.


In this chapter I have stated the six major themes which emerged from the data:


1. Impact of family on self-affirmation


2. Regulation of Blackness
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3. Down-playing of Blackness


4. Educating/managing conflict around race


5. Self-affirming in a multicultural society


6. Self-affirmation and self-determination as giving back: hero/shero.


The first major theme, impact of family on self-affirmation, produced the finding of familial ties


being formed between upper and lower classmen at their respective institutions. The participants


built close relationships with their peers and sought guidance from them as underclassmen. Once


obtaining upper-class status themselves, the participants took on the same role of mentoring,


guiding and assisting the new underclassmen at their institutions. The participants were no longer


in the role as the child in the familial structure on their campuses, but now in the role of parent.


With the second theme in the data analysis, regulation of Blackness, also came the second


finding. This finding of self-affirmation as inclusion and exclusion sheds light on the boundaries


the participants in the study found themselves actively living in its constraints. These boundaries


forced on them by their peers, institution and society dictated how the participants were


identified and in what spaces. Their African American peers regulated the boundaries of


inclusion and exclusion based on physical appearance (skin color) and behavior (acting ‘Black’).


The finding which fell underneath the third theme, down-playing of Blackness, exposed


the negotiations the participants found themselves taking part in daily. The students negotiated


how they acted, dressed, looked and spoke depending on the racial setting they found


themselves. This negotiation of their race occurred multiple times in a day depending on what


spaces the participants were attempting to gain access. Many times some of the participants,


particularly those at Midwest University, negotiated their racial identity by foregoing their Black


identity and replacing it with an all-inclusive diversity mindset or beliefs.
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The fourth finding from my study showed the participants self-affirming in a different


manner than typically expected, through educating their White counterparts and themselves. The


participants at Midwest University self-affirmed by giving ‘teachable moments’ to their White


peers on the contributions or benefits Blacks made to society. These participants also sought


their racially diverse student body as a means to educate themselves on other cultures in order to


better manage their way in the Whiter spaces at their institution. On the other hand, at Justice


University, the participants’ racial education (African American history) was integrated into


every academic discipline.


For participants at both institutions recognition of a dual membership in two societies


was a consistent finding. This fifth finding of my study showed how the participants


acknowledged, accepted and understood their membership in dual realities, one African


American and one multicultural. This dual membership provided a balance in the participants’


lives by allowing them to increase and maintain their valued sense of self, no matter the racial


setting. This dual membership forced them to make accurate assessments of racist experiences to


determine if they were racist at all. As well as, this membership caused some participants to


down-play their identity in order to gain access and academically advance in Whiter spaces.


The sixth and final finding was also consistent amongst participants at both institutions.


Each participant’s self-determines collectively with their African American peers, but choose to


bear the burden of bettering the Black community individually. This individualistic outlook is


very different than historically how African Americans have viewed the task of helping their


community.


These six major findings arose from the coding after I analyzed the data with Grounded


Theory and CRT, ultimately producing Grounded Critical Race Theory. The poems throughout
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the chapter are direct quotations I reconstructed demonstrating the constructivism of research. In


the next and final chapter I offer my conclusions of the study with a discussion of my personal


dilemmas, limitations of the study and personal reflections.
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Conclusion


As I bring my dissertation to a close, I reflect on my goal, the questions I attempted to


answer and my findings. I began this study with a goal of learning more about how African


American college students who engage in race or culturally specific activities self-affirm and the


relationship between self-affirmation, self-determination and their perceptions of success. I asked


six research questions around the topics of collegiate experience, the impacts of self-affirmation


and self-determination and why students choose to participate in culturally specific


events/activities. The research questions permitted me to bridge a gap in the higher education


literature between discussions of HBCUs and PWIs by comparing and contrasting the


experiences of the participants at their respective institutions. Using narrative inquiry as a


research design, the life history, open-ended interviews with the participants were analyzed with


grounded theory and CRT. This methodology and theoretical framework contributed to focusing


on student voice in the higher education literature as well. Poems were constructed from direct


quotations of the participants demonstrating the researcher’s constructivist role. These poems


support the data that produced the six major themes of the study: 1) impact of family on self-


affirmation, 2) regulation of Blackness, 3) down-playing of Blackness, 4) educating/managing


conflict around race, 5) self-affirming in a multicultural society and 6) self-affirmation and self-


determination as giving back: hero/shero.


Implications of the Study


Theoretical Implications. My study produced various theoretical implications which I


place into conversation with the literature. These implications agreed, in some instances, but also


pushed against what other researchers have stated concerning this population of college students.
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The first finding from my study, collegiate familial ties, spoke to research in the higher


education literature. Tinto’s (1993) Student Departure Theory states students will either affirm to


or away from college. While I do agree with Tinto that there is a moment when African


American students will choose to affirm towards or away from degree completion, Tinto (1993)


argues an abandonment of all familial ties must be done in order to affirm towards degree


completion. This abandonment was not true for the participants of my study. None of the


participants abandoned their familial ties with their biological families. Instead, the participants


took on a collegiate familial structure in addition to their biological ones. Conversely, Guiffrida


(2005) expands Tinto’s (1993) theory and includes low versus high familial support as a


determinant in affirming towards or away from degree completion. While I recognize this


expansion of Tinto’s (1993) original theory to be a very interesting one, my study cannot confirm


nor disconfirm Guiffrida’s expansion. The participants stated having familial support, minus one,


and all described themselves as higher achieving students.


The second finding, self-affirmation as inclusion and exclusion, was a much unexpected


finding. During my pre-research phase of reflexivity I did not imagine I would find the African


American students regulating who and how their peers are allowed to self-affirm. Brown &


Davis (2001) state African American students attending HBCUs automatically gain access to a


social and cultural capital. Although this may be true, this automatic access to these capitals is


not granted to all African Americans. As Anne told me her experiences of attending Justice


University it became apparent to me she is not included in that category of students whom gain


these capitals. Specifically, it was Anne’s physical appearance which forced her to be an outcast


by her fellow African American peers.
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The finding of negotiation within the realms of Blackness is one which still has


unanswered questions. While I attempted to answer the research question if self-affirmation


looks different at the institutions and if the participants’ experience changes the definition, I


quickly realized how I imagined self-affirmation to look was sometimes different than what I


found. Tatum (1997) speaks to the reasoning behind self-segregation of African American


students. She offers support from a psychological stand point as to why this population of


students chooses to separate from their peers. On the other hand, Tatum (1997) does not take into


account the self-affirming facts expressed to me by the participants at Midwest University. The


participants discussed the constant desire and need to negotiate their Blackness in order to gain


access into various academic or social spaces. This negotiation is a part of their self-affirmation.


Tatum (1997) would say these students would be expected to self-affirm by separating first and


then integrating back into document culture after building up their valued sense of self. The


participants at Midwest take their Black identity and adjust it, on what appears as a sliding scale,


to manipulate others into letting ‘them in’ their circles.


In addition to Tatum’s (1997) ideas concerning self-segregating to self-affirm, Baldwin et


al. (1990) produce another viewpoint relating to self-affirmation. Baldwin et al. (1990)


contribute to the psychological literature self-affirmation for African Americans as Africentric.


This belief of African culture as the center of the cultural framework for African Americans was


not apparent for the participants at Midwest University at all times. I argue my study does


support this concept Baldwin et al. (1990) discuss with the fourth finding of educating White


peers on African American societal contributions and racial education institutionally integrated


across academic disciplines.
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Educating White peers on African American contributions to the United States was a


practice of Africentric which the participants at Midwest University chose to partake. This


became my fourth finding of the study. Meanwhile, the participants at Justice University had


imposed upon them an Africentric approach to curriculum and education as instituted through


the university. The university instills an Africentric approach into the psychology of its students


by teaching the contributions and achievements of African Americans in every academic


discipline. The Africentric approach as it impacts the self-conscious described by Baldwin et al.


(1990) guides the purposes of African Americans, leading students to self-affirm through


participation in culturally specific events/activities. All the participants admitted to participating,


at some point, in African American culturally specific events/activities supporting Cooper and


Datnow’s (1996) research of African American’s self-affirming acts at a predominantly white


boarding school. Banks’ (2004) beliefs of maintaining cultural identity in a multicultural society


also supports the self-affirming acts of the participants partaking in culturally specific


events/activities.


One of the most interesting findings during the study was the dual membership which the


participants found themselves operating daily. The participants at both institutions quickly


realized during their collegiate careers there was a duality of being African American and living


in a multicultural society of which they were expected to function. This dual membership


emerged itself in the down-playing of Blackness occurring with the participants at Midwest


University. The participant’s down-play their Blackness regularly to increase their legitimacy


and relevancy in a multicultural society. It is difficult to decipher if this down-play supports or


goes against Tatum’s (1997) ideas of identity one toward self-affirmation. As stated previously, I
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argue the participants at Midwest University are practicing self-affirmation but in a manner not


typical of the norm.


Another aspect of functioning in dual memberships in society presented itself as the


participant’s assessment of racial experiences. This assessment was also a characteristic of the


participants at Midwest University and not Justice University. Tatum’s (1997) psychology points


to the process of race realization and it appears to be different from what the participants at


Midwest University are exhibiting. The participants question every racial encounter, due to their


dual membership as African American in a multicultural society, and make daily determinations


as to whether their experiences are racist encounters. The experiences are constantly analyzed


and then re-analyzed in hopes of a clear, indisputable answer to a common question. “Is that


racist?” The participant’s race realization follows Tatum’s (1997) psychology, but differs in


these ways. Instead of the racist experiences leaving the Midwest University participants to self-


affirm and self-determine with other African American students only, the participants choose to


self-affirm through evaluation and acceptance of the racist experiences.


In addition to the participants practicing dual membership by down-playing Blackness or


assessing racist experiences, their African American identity also serves as means to balance in a


multicultural society. The participants at Justice University consistently spoke about the balance


they received attending a HBCU, minus an exception. They did not have to concern themselves


with race, but instead could focus on their education. As Oldenbrug (1991, 2001) and Whitmire


(2006) deliberate alternative spaces, the space of the HBCU is viewed by Justice University


participants as an alternative space. This space, while it is the dominant space at the institution, is


viewed as an alternative space expanding the ideas of what an alternative space looks like.
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The sixth and final finding of my study changed my perception of self-determination. The


participants, while self-determining collectively as African Americans have done historically, do


not take advantage of the benefits of their collectivism. The participants at both institutions work


with their African American peers with the end goal of educating and creating awareness on


issues in their communities and campus. These collective acts of education and creating


awareness are not viewed as ways which they share the burden of building and bettering their


community. The participants go against the historical ways of those leaders in the African


American community before them and view the burdens they carry as all their own. This finding


was one which did not shock me as some of the others did as I realize we live in a society which


is more selfish than in the past. Today’s society does not promote collectiveness, working


together, or highlights the accomplishments of groups of individuals, but rather focuses on the


accomplishments of the single individual. This hero/shero individualistic mindset goes against


the very nature of the founding of HBCUs as well. As Brown and Ricard (2007) pointed out the


six goals of the HBCU, these six goals are achieved through the collective effort of all the faculty


and staff at the institution. The interdisciplinary approach to the curriculum by infusing African


American history across all academic disciplines brings a holistic approach to education. While


the participants at the HBCU have noticed this approach they do not replicate it.


With moving away from how those before them chose to advance and better the Black


community, this finding brings to the forefront more research is needed in order to understand


when, how and why generations of African Americans after the Civil Rights Movement have


shifted their mindsets.
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Practical Implications. I am aware there is more research to be done concerning the


institutional implications from this study; I do feel there are a few. Institutions of higher


education should take note of the various ways the participants self-affirmed. These acts of


self-affirmation presented themselves in various ways and call for attention to the role of


culturally specific events/activities and environments. The participants acts may have varied


between Midwest and Justice Universities, but all participants stated gaining something from


participating in a culturally specific events/activity or environment. I would take this finding


even further and state the cultural centers are needed on PWI campuses as it provides a way for


minority students to self-affirm. I have chosen to highlight this as I am aware in more recent


years there has been some discussion on the relevancy of cultural centers on PWI campuses. Any


space, whether it is a cultural center or library, which offers a means to build ones valued sense


of self is a space which is needed.


Policy Implications. As I stated with the practical implications of this study there is still


more research to be done the same is true for the policy implications as well. University policies,


primarily at PWIs, have stressed to its student body the concepts of inclusion and diversity.


However, while doing this they have also stressed individuality should fall behind and


conformity be completely embraced. This conformity takes place at universities through the


stripping of its cultural centers, traditional programs based on culture and the focus on


collectiveness and not individuality. Students are losing the very essence of what makes them


unique and what helps to foster learning, experiences of different races, colors, religious


affiliations and so forth. In order to progress at the same rate as their White counterparts, African


Americans are forced to deny their heritage and who they are and accept a “we are the world”


mentality. I argue this mentality is one which can only hinder the educational experiences of
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students and the nation as a whole as we prepare future leaders to run an advancing economy and


society.


Throughout this study, I incurred some challenges, had moments of enlightenment and


many of self-reflection (excerpts from my journal are included). Also, I quickly came to notice


the limitations of my study and where I could build for future research.


Challenges & Enlightenment


Focusing on self-affirmation, self-determination and success with African American


students in college challenged me by forcing me to relive some very negative and hurtful


collegiate experiences. I was forced to deal with issues concerning race and my personal


navigation of it. As discussed later, I dealt with this issue through self-reflections in my journal.


A minor commonality I noticed amongst the participants at Justice University, which I do


not stress in the findings and interpretation section due to its minor role compared to other


findings, is the age of the participants. All the participants at Justice University were older than


the average age of a senior and older than the participants at Midwest University as well. The


participants at Justice University also were all transfer students to the university.


A major finding of the study which amazed me was the individualistic approach towards


self-determination. The approach towards self-determination exhibited by my participants was


very different from how this has looked historically in the African American community (e.g.,


Civil Rights Movement). The participants willingly place upon their shoulders daily the


responsibilities of bettering the Black community. Although the participants work alongside


other students, faculty, staff and leaders in the community to achieve this goal, they perceive the


responsibility not as a shared one.
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Lastly, the most intriguing part of the study during data collection was Anne’s story. I


was astounded by the experiences she shared with me as a bi-racial student, identifying as


African American, and experiencing discrimination from her fellow African American peers. I


quickly realized this regulation of Blackness was operating at its highest abilities at her


institution.


Personal Dilemmas


Before beginning data collection for my study I was immediately faced with some


personal dilemmas. The first dilemma presented itself, even before data collection began. Time


was a major factor and concern for me as I had to travel to the two institutions. Working full time


and time was a factor as I knew there was a limited amount of days I could take off. Time


became more of a concern as right before traveling to Justice University I became aware I was


expecting my first child. Even later, traveling to Midwest University became more challenging


as concerns presented themselves medically concerning my health and that of my child’s. While


I was able to conduct six interviews in total, my goal was to conduct eight. Due to my personal


situation I was unable to constantly travel back and forth to both institutions in order to meet


with new possible candidates for the study.


At Midwest University my dilemmas became much more salient. I struggled constantly


with interviewing the participants, as I found it very difficult for me to understand how they were


negotiating their Blackness at their institution. Having attended PWIs from middle school to the


present, I dealt with racism and diversity very differently than the participants at Midwest


University. I often found myself speechless, upset, and even at some times angry with their


reasoning for negotiating their Blackness in the manner which they did. I even felt myself


wanting to challenge (and did challenge) a participant because he was negotiating his Blackness
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so much at times as if he did not really identify as being African American, but only when it was


convenient for him. As I write this, I find myself still with a slight level of resentment, hurt, and


even intrigued that the participants at the PWI felt in order for them to be successful they had to


put down the race card, so to speak, and negotiate their Blackness constantly. This negotiation


was done in order to participate and function within the diverse institution they found themselves


obtaining a higher education. This negotiation amongst the participants is something which I


would like to explore further in the very near future and see if the PWIs push toward diversity


has a correlation, if at all, as to why some African American students feel the need to negotiate


their race/culture to this extent, if they do at all.


Reflecting back on the interview questions, I would have liked to have dug deeper into


the notion of success and get a better definition from each participant concerning and why they


agreed or disagreed with the one presented to them. As I conducted more and more interviews, I


found myself digging deeper into this, but this was something I did not stress in the beginning


when first starting data collection.


Limitations


Conducting this study, I found a few limiting factors. A major limitation to this study is


the number of participants. As I said in chapter three, this study doesn’t allow me to make


generalizable claims due to low number of participants and the study is not longitudinal,


however, this study does allow for claims to be made concerning the connections between self-


affirmation, self-determination and success. There is also an inconsistency in the number of site


visits between institutions. Justice University had one site visit and all interviews conducted in


one day. Midwest University had two site visits with interviews conducted on two different


dates. To be consistent throughout the study, both institutions should have had the same number
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of site visits. The increased number of visits could have also allowed for recruitment of more


participants.


Self-reflections: My Journal


As I conducted interviews and ran into different personal dilemmas along the way, I


found journaling my experience as a researcher to be extremely helpful. As I mentioned


previously this study forced me to deal with some personal issues regarding my own collegiate


experience. Journaling these personal issues provided an outlet of which to better understand


myself and how I felt about the participants in the study.


Journaling allowed me to confront the inner conflicts I had concerning race and trust.


Due to my experiences in college, with both faculty and students, I developed lack of trust for


Whites on my campus. Now, knowing this, I know this became a part of my own self-affirmation


as I retreated to the comfort of peers sharing the same racial identity as myself. After one


interview I wrote:


As time went on I didn’t trust anyone that wasn’t Black. The Black students… not


saying all Blacks I encountered had my best interest at heart, but we carried the


same burdens and struggles… no matter the economic background. On some level


we were all niggers. And while I don’t feel this same lack of trust for Whites, I am


still very much aware of my racial identity and how it is perceived by others. To


some extent I see a lot of myself in Anne and a little in Alexandra. Is it all about


race? Should that be the first thing I think of when I feel I’m not treated fairly?


Another area which I constantly was journaling was the personal connection I felt to each


participant. Some of the researcher/participant connections were stronger than others, primarily


the connection with the participants at Justice University. In many instances I reflected on how
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sad I was listening to their stories and yet proud. Each participant had persevered a trial or


tribulation, whether they recognized it in the same manner as I did or not.


My heart hurts for these students. They carry so much daily. It almost seems the


students at Justice are more aware of their race or rather have a different, more


aggressive approach. I’m not sure???? But I do know I have a bigger


appreciation for the HBCU. I know it’s worth more than ever… it takes away the


race, minus Anne, and allows students to focus on what really matters… an


education. I’d love to just talk to Anne… write about her only. Her story is


amazing! I can say that I am proud of each student, all I spoke with. They are all


so intelligent, so focused, so determined to be successful. “BY ANY MEANS


NECESSARY!”-Malcolm X.


Future Research


After completing the study I re-read my journal several times and was lead to various


future research ideas. In the near future I plan to build on this study of self-affirmation, self-


determination and success for African American college students. I will expand the study by


adding the perspective of African American students attending predominantly Black colleges


(PBCUs). I am interested to include this population of students at this type of university as they


are new to the discussion in the higher education literature. I feel the perspective of this


population of students can be a great addition to my study. After including students attending


PBCUs within the current study, I plan to begin longitudinal studies with African American


freshman through their senior year and post-graduation in order to better understand the role their


institution plays in their desire and need to self-affirm. In including this new population of


students, I will also gather experiences of bi-racially mixed students in order to see if Anne’s
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experience is unique to her or if other students attending other institutions have similar


experiences to her as well. I would like to explore the phenomenon of these experiences to note


them in the higher education literature, as they are currently not at the forefront of discussion. I


am hoping the study will lead to causal claims concerning university policy, higher education


policy and what is needed to ensure African Americans self-affirm at their institutions to increase


graduation rates.
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APPENDIX A
Preliminary Questionnaire


1. Would you identify yourself as African American? Yes or No
2. Are you currently enrolled as a student at your university for the 2011/2012


academic school year? Yes or No
3. Are you considered having senior class status for the 2011/2012 academic year?


Yes or No
4. Have you been enrolled at this university for three or more years? Yes or No
5. Are you involved in any extra-curricular activities at your university? Yes or No
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APPENDIX B
Interview Protocol


1. Tell me about your collegiate experience.
a. Good? Bad? Why do you feel that way?


2. Why did you choose to go to college?
3. Why did you choose this institution?


a. Did you perceive you’d be successful by attending here? If so, why?
4. What were your personal and educational goals upon entering the institution?
5. Do you feel your university is a contributor or hostile to your success?


a. How? Why?
6. What activities have helped move you toward success?


a. How?
b. What have been the challenges, if any, to participating in these activities?
c. Describe what you do when you’re participating? You’re role, if any.
d. Why participate? Pros? Cons?
e. How does that make you feel about yourself? Self image/perception?
f. Do you feel your activities, etc. have an impact on how you’re doing


academically?
7. How are you trying to reach your goal of college graduation?
8. How do you motivate yourself?
9. Would you consider yourself to be successful as the following definition entails?


a. Why? Why not?
i. Genuine interest/passion in a topic/discipline


ii. Development of a set of values/beliefs
iii. Motivated
iv. Can keep composure in any racial climate


10. What is your gpa?
11. Do you participate in any African American culturally specific events/activities,


social peer networks, etc.
a. Pros? Cons?


12. Do you participate in any support service programs at the university?
13. What is your socio-economic status?


a. Poor
b. Middle class
c. Upper class


14. Is there anything I haven’t asked you that you’d like to share?





